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FOREWORD
In the fall of 196(1 the General Assembly of Pennsylvania passed

legislation enabling the PenusyIs.utia Historical and Museum Com-
mission inset up a program to collec Cinformat ion and source material
bearing upon the c ohm and historiml contributions of all of the
ethnic groups in Pennsyls;mia. This "Ethnic Cultuie Survey" .has
endeasored to search broadly for the ethnic materialsmost of tiny
still um ecordedsvhii It base enriched and continue to enrich ourState.
It is hoped that hundreds of Pennsylsanians from school children to
professionalshistorians, teiichers, anthropologists, sociologists, geog-
raphers, and folkloris.,will join us in gathering this important ma-
terial together and bringingit to the Commission's Ethnic Culture
Survey Collections and to publication. It is hoped, too, that many of
the vigorous county and local histot kal societies in Pennsylvania may
find in this program an effectise way to enrich their collections with
significant material on the communities which they serve. This book-
let is designed to serve as a stituulus and a blueprint for those who may
need a word of guidance, and as a Imemory jogger for others.

It is difficult to think of a state that inc lodes more distinct cultures
in its make-up than Pennsykania; but, astonishingly enough, except
for the Pennsylvania Germans. most ethnic groups have been neglected
in collections and studies of Pennsylsania history and folklore. It is a
prime objective of the Ethnic Culture Survey to correct this, but in so
doing we shall not neglect the culture of the earlier immigrants; the
English including the Quakers, the Scots, the Irish, the Welsh, the
Scotch-Irish and the Germans. Our field of concentration, however,
will be the later immigrants because they have not been studied. Some
of these ethnic groups have their own organizations, formally or in-/
formally concerned with the collection of their, ,traditions before tliyy
are merged into the general pattern. The Poles still do their old ,folk

0 dances and, on gala occasions, wear folk costumes; the Greeks sing
old songs carried, from the Mediterranean and celebrate Easter with
special breads and eggs painted with folk figures; the Ukrainians of
PhiladelAhia have kept Inuch.of their Old World culture alivethings
like dances, costumes, songs. food, and customsand have transmitted
it to the larger culture through festivals, displays, and bazaars. We
shall, then, work with the Poles, the Lithuanians, Latvians, Slovaks,

iii
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Russians. Finns. Jews. (.tents, Italians, ihe Germans. the Welsh,
and all alters wIto ma:r tain distinctise cultures within Pennsylvania
such as the,Indians, the Negroes, and the migrants front other parts of
\meat athe Down Fast Yankee, for example. The collected data
till he made aiailable in org,anDed collections, in rim, festivals, and
displf,ks. Waditions au- as rich and even more diversified than'
those of (*Him states for which magnificent collections 'exist: it is

shocking, tho don% that so little has been done in Pennsylvania.
We 'has e tine historical studies and «illectiops based on written

tettods in English: itt is algal time that materiai in foreign languages
and ()talk .trnsidtted hate, on width most 'of the written material

pr.:dhated, be gat !toed and published, The gthnic Culture Survey`

\\ as/mated to; that purpose. but we need your help.. Please send in'
Iacctal, mite us your suggestiOns, :n -give us leads. We promise
ton that «Ale( thug Mull, materials can be a tit II, fascinating, and

enjos.tbk: experience.

jituttar 15., 1968

,
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When the general Assenkbly made it pos.sibl fox. the Pennsylval
Historical and Museum Commission to - (level
oral and written materials on the cultural ant
of the ethnic groups in Pennsylvania, the Et

'planned and Organized in consultation witt
chairman .emeritils of theradttate depar

p University of Pennsylvanif7r It )has quickly
such a program effectively, it would be esse vial to have a guide. This
would keep cdllcctors on the right track n' gathering materials, and
also encourage diem to join in this effort ,o collect the fOlk traditions
and other evidences of folk culture in Peii isylvania. Since nothing was
available which would apply to such ollecting ilt this State, Dr.
Leach undertbok to prepare a-guide. li /

, he time thu Ethnic Culture
Survey began operation in January, 167, with the appointment of
Henry Glassie as Associate Historian, r. Leach had prepared a draft
for this Guide for Collectors of Oral Traditions mut Folk Cultural
Material in Pennsylvania.

I
,.Unfortunately, Dr. Leach's great ;contributions in plariping the

,Survey and drafting the Guide were soon hampered by illness and
finally halted by his untimely death on July 11, 1967. While hmain-
tained his keen interest to the end, reviewing the manuscript and
making suggestions, it was left for Mr. Glassie to prepare the Guide
in its final form for publication. Mr. Classic rewrote and expanded
the draft, more than doubling its length, in order to bring it/in line
with potential activities with ethnic groups, historical societies, and
local museum projects, in the light of his experience in the early
thonths of its work. Mote examples and illustrations were added to
incorporate materiak front recent immigrant groups, and to cover
all phases of ethnic culture; and a sele4tive bibliography of suggested

Jeadings was prepared to 'add further to its usefulness.
The interest and support. of the Pennsylvania Historical and Mu-

seum Commission have' made possible the publication of this Guide
and have facilitated the work of the Ethnic Culture Survey in many
ways. Others on the Commission staff gave muchhelp and informa-
tion. Karl Rath, Commbion photographer, aided in preparing'illus-
trations; and Harold L. Myers, Associate Historian, Division of History,
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assistedhi the printing details, Mrs. Mae Kruger, the Survey's secretary,
and Mrs, victoria Myers, typist in the Bureau office, typed the mann- ,
script, To all these, and to everyone who gave useful information and
suggestions, we make grateful acknowledgment.

Similar acknowledgment is also made for permission to reprint
examples in Part II granted by the University of Pennsylvania Press
for Geoge Korson, Pennsylvania .Songs and Legends and the Johns
Hopkins Press for his Black Rock: Mining Folklore of the PennsylVania,
Dutch; Folklore;. Associates for Kenneth Goldstein and Robert Bying-
to,' Two Penny Ballads and Four Dollar Whiskey; theYPennsylvania,
Gelman Society for Thomas Brendle and William Troxell, Pennsyl-.
vania German Folk Tales, and for Edwin Miller Fogel,'Proverbs of
the Pennsylvania Gernzan.s and Beliefs and Superstitions of the Penn-
sylvania Germans; the American Folklore Society for the Journal of
American Folklore; the Pennsylvania Folklife Society for Pennsylvania
Folklife and for Alfred Shoemaker. Christmas in Penn.ylvania; and
the Pennsylsania Folklore Society for, the Keystone Folklore Quarterly.

In 1971 the Ethnic Culture Survey became the Ethnic Studies SeCtion
in the regular research and publication program of the Commission,.
but' the work of collecting and utilising oral and written materials
on the cultural and historical contributions of the ethnic groups in
Pennsylvania continues to be stressed. References to the Ethnic Cul-
ture S6vey or to the Survey. should therefore be understood as referring
to this Ethnic Studies Section.

DONALD H. KENT
Director

Bureau of Archives and History
December. .6, 1972

The cover illustration is by Henry Classic.
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PART I

SUGGESTIONS ON COLLECTION'
A few years ago a Oealthy young lady from New Y4rk City-developed

an interest in 1:lksong from hearing songssongs which the performers
called folksongsOn radio, the concert stage, did records. Her interestv
Intensified Mica site heard Alan, Comax lecture on collecting tradi
tipnal, songs in the Carribbean. These songs appealed to her sense
(,f the romantic. Why could not she, too, Me herself to the folkhills,*
!Were to gather in a' bountiful harvest of ancient song? She bought
fluid expensive equipment, including two complex taperecorders and
a 'movie camera, and took off for one of Canada's Maritime Provinces.

,Picking out a folksy-looking village, she 'announced to the natives
that she had come to colt, ct folksoings and that she would pay hand
comely for them. Many flocked to her hotel (it was easier than fishing
or berry picking) and itd a few clays she had recorded man?' songs"--- 4
songs of all ssorts. Her "informants" had ransacked song books, school 1

books, hymnals, newspaper columns, records, and radio to fill her
tape. She had, a collection of songs, but most were published popular
songs, and she had, of course, failed to get information on the singers,
their sources for their songs, and the relationship of the songs and the
singing tradition.to the local folk flame. And she-had spoiled that
village for more serious and trained toll Victors.

There exists an impression among some amateur collectors as well
as among many persons writing in the popular press, talking on the
radio, and staging "folk" festivals that anything which appears quaint,
antiquated, picturesque. grotesque, or-fantastically, exaggerated ivfolk
and must be recotyled and published; and, likewise, any "odd ball" is
a folk character and, consequently, is potentially a good folklore in.
-formatn. But folklore, in spite of its ambiginius connotations, has
!units. Rather than indiscriminately' collecting anything that comes
his Amy, the beginner should developithe ability to'seese the difference
betiteen folklore and popular lore, between' plk traditions and the
ephemeral products of mass culture. Folklor4, Aas internal strengths
and beauties,given it by generations of carriers and molders; these '
qualities distinguish it from comparable materials found at the other
levels of our culture.

9
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Piga. Penntylrania German DoubleGrtb
Barn in Welt

The low log barn of the Pennsylvania Dutch ''(Fig. 1) , which was
adopted by the early British settlers, was erected without benefit of
an architect on a plan carried in the minds of farmers and carpenters
since long before immigration. Such folk products are simple and
functional. This barn could be quickly built, yet it was durable(as
any modern farmer who has tried to rare one of these eighteenth
or nineteenth century strtictures knows). It contains room enough to
house the cows, and horses, the hay to see them through the winter,
and the wagons, plows, and other implements necessary in farm work,
It- bears the marks of the, tool, of the broad axe, on the logs, the chisel,
on thp foundation stones, the smith's hammer on the iron latches and
hinges. It belongs to the land it rests on: its foundation is of the stone

th&fields, its walls, rafters, and shingles from the trees on the wood
lot. Even more importantly, it adheres closely to a traditional pattern,
and buildings exactly like 'it may be found in Europe and wherever
Pennsylvanians settled in the New Werld. Distincare folk qualities
like these the collector senses and finds in songs, in stories and speech,
in beliefs, recipes, anc,t annual celebrations. its sense of the genuine
is built up through a long and close association. with the genuine.

In the second part of this booklet ylfu will find examples of authen-
tic folklore, the kinds of things with which the folklorist deals and
the kinds of things the. Ethnic Culture Survey is collecting. It is all

ti
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traditional material collected in Pennsylvania. Read through that.
sect:on to get the flavor, feel, and Make-up of folk material an&use,
the things you find there as a guide.

Remember that a good test of things which are genuinely folk is
whetter or not they are found at different times and at different places.
Although written by a hack poet and first published in 1814 in. a
Wflkes-Baire newspaper, the ballad "James Bird" is still traditionally
sung' and versions of it have been collected in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New York. Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, West Virginia, North
Carolina, Missouri. Texas, Nebraska, Utah, and California. These

'versions vary conspicuously front the original, an indicatiott of the
long lite the song has had in oral tradition.

Perhaps the best rut) of thumb for the beginning collector is to
ask the informant where he,learned the song, vary, or technique. If
his answer is "mother," "grandfather," or "an old feller hereabouts,"
take it. If he says "radio" or "I saw it in a school book," be wary of it,
note the answer, but take it anyway; it can be discarded later if it is
not worthwhile.

Since each collecting situation differs from all, otheq. and since the
success of a collecting venture depends largely on. problems of per-
sonality, no specific rule's can be set down to 'guide the collector.
floweyer, if 'sou have never tried collecting folklore, it may be stated
at the beginning that it k not only enjoyable but it is also much easier
than you may think Reople who carry folk traditions, especially older
people who lure seen great change within their lives, quickly become
interested in collecting projects and are willing to work quite hard to
assist you. Most people enjoy atte ion and most people want you to
collect their folklore. The following suggestions may he of sonic help.

It is best to approach a potential informant with an introduction:
"John Said' over in Renovo told me that you arc a good singer of
the old-time" songs that von know a lot of the kind of sonis the old
people sang: the ones that aren't in the books. Introduce yourself at
the very beginning and explain that you are collecting for this Survey

/wand that his songs will be copied down and put id the Historical
Commission's collections in the Waves Building in Harrisburg, so
that people may sing and study them for generations in the future.
Tell him tinif if he contributes lie will be helping to preserve the folk
culture of Pennsylvania"the old-time ways of your people." Assure
him that lie will get edit for his contribution and that neither
Soft nor ,insone else will get money out of his songs.

3
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Do not, at first use terms like "Child ballad," "wellerism," or even
"folklore" because an important step in building up the kind of
'rapport which will get a singer to singing is communication, and the
Iolklor ists' termsdo not communicate to the typical informant. At
the same time, it is important to keep in mind the fact that he knows
more about his traditions than you do.

Practice on relatives and friends, the older the better. You may
find an uncle or grandparent who is a wealth of folk cultural informa-.,
don. Get them talking about the old clays, about how different things
were then. Draw them out with :questions of a specific nature: What
did they'do for amusement? Were the funerals or weddings different
than those of today? Did they serenade a bride and groom on their
wedding night? Was it called a ehivaree? A horning? Was the 'band
called a bull band? Calithumpians? Do not forget to :ask them to.give
\cm leads: "Who mound here would know any old songs, crafts,
stories, (Odle tunes, local history ?"

:ther, the hubil, irerview a neighbor or a teacher; teachers ,of
Inglish co history are lAten, interested in local traditions. Or talk
with ministers, local judges and lawyers, funeral directors, store keep-
ers, a A amine who has a Icicle range of local contacts. Doctors,
nurses, mid wives, and ,"granniewomen" oftcn have a knowledge of
traditional remedies 'lid charms, of superstitions concerning birth;
death and ilirvcss. kgricultural agents are often knowledgeable about
traditional farming methods and know of people who still employ
early agricultural tools and techniques. Remember to ask for leads
to other people who might know the type of information in which you
are interested. Also make constant inquiry about old manuscripts,

\ journals, diaries, and rare periodical files. Ask, too, about paintings,
and drawings or objects made by local people. Would they be willing
to donate them to the William Penn Memorial Museum; if not, would
they give vou or the Museum permission to measure and photograph
them?

Record all of the information you arc given fully, even' if you have
collected the same item from another person. The information should
he recorded in the exact words of the informant; altered texts, even
if changed only slightly, lose much of their value, and texts com-
pletelc rewritten into the style of the collector arc nearly worthless.
Ideally, a tape-recorder would be used, but, particularly with shorter
items, an accurate written report is good enough. Always record the
r4irne,, age tat least approximately) address, occupation,- past places

4
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of habitation, and schooling of the informant. Note, too, the date of
the recording and the ntthodtape-recorded; writteh down from.dic-
tation, overheard and written down laterused to gather the infor-
nation.. Report where he learned the item, when, am-whom, and how.

,Aik.,him when, the ,item was normally used and by whom, why he
'remerabers it, and whether the event described ever really took' place.
Ask him his,peaning for unusual words Of concepts in the item and
indicate- his reaction to the material: he remembers it because he likes
to recall the,past; he gets pleasurein being an authority on the tradi-
tions of his 'group; he likes the old, songs because they are true; he
thinks this tale has moral significance; he fully believes in the efficacy
of this remedy. kipo observe and record the gestures and facial ex-
pression; of the informant and the reaction of the-audience or anyone
listening. In short, get all of the information vou can. Often, infor-
mation' which seemed irrelevant when it wa collected turns out to be
of-great importance when the material is I ing analyzed.

The collected material sent to The Et lc Culture Collections or
preserVed in a personal file.should be n qtly organized; it should be
accompanied by. biographical informatiok and perhaps photographs of
the informant, his fancily, and environMent. It would also be a good
idea to add your personal reaction to (he informant, his traditions,
and the collecting experience., /t

Taperecordings may be sent in to the Survey Collections; you .will
Lcceive the original after it has been copied, a copy, or a comparable

,amount of unused tape in return. If you wish to send in a cranscrili-
tion Of the recording or material which wavvritten down, use-a four-
bv-six card or piece of paper for shorter items, 'and typewriter-size
paper for longer ones. Your contribution will be ptomfnly acknowl-
edged; if you wish, 'yoil will receive a photocopy or the original. in
return. And. you will know that your material will be pitserved to
b.; used by hundreds of interested people in exactly the.way you Ofould
like it to be used, for a contract will'be drawn up for each collection
staiing. the restrictions the collector or -informath wants to place oil
that material. The form these contribtitions should follow. is this:
Subject

Informant's address
It-Cm with discussion
Informant: name, biOgra,phical data
Collector: name. address
Recording data: d:ite, method, place
Reaction

13
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This form has been used in this hypothetical sample it:

Evil Eye- ,
Pennsylvania
York County

, R. D. 2, Greeneville

An, old woman from over i'other side o' the hill could put
the evil eye on ,cattle. Or on people too. Why they'd shrivel
up after a few' months, half a lyear, somethin' like' that. She'd
look at 'em hard [here he-stared, eyes wide open at me], atid
say some kind o' a charge, or rhyme like. Then she'd point
this here stick at 'em. &Ake a fruit, tree limb, she always
carried with her. They wouldn't eat right and 'tt just waste
away. Why, l'1:e.seei that a any a time.

. r .
many

Q: How, Mild yo'h prevent
Mr. Myers: ,You'd bury a jug o' urine with some o' the

hair off o' the animal under Wae stall in the barn.
QQ 3A1' it really work?

Myers: I guess so, but, f3never took much stock in 'it,
Mrs. Nlms:. Henry! Well, I guess you tried it once.
Mr. Myers: Well, I was sick, you know, and tried it. Didn't

know if that ol* woman caused it or not. Seemed to
work though, an'. I got better right .after.

Q: Where did you get that term "evil eye"?
Mr. Myers: That's what everybp4ly called itevil eye. I

gpess-it come from the way she looked at you. I reckon
that woman was some old crazy person, don't you?

Infortriant: Henry Myers, 67. Mr.' Myers has a small farm
with an apple' orchard: he sells apples at a roadside stand

, and to a market in York, He says that most of his people
are Scotch, He said be learned the antidotes to the evil
eye from a maternal uncle. He said everyone ifethe area
knew about the "old witch woman."

Recording data: "transcribed from a tape.;ecording made
at his home on the evening.ofjune 14, 1961.

Collector: Oscar PetCrs, R. D. 2, Greeneville.
Reaction:' Mr. Myers seemed' reluctant to record ,this

formation about the evil eye and laughed nervously be.
fore the recording, though he was quite willing to record
a few talltale's and an extensive repertoire of square,

' dance calls'. Mrs. Myers convinced him to record tt by
saying he ought "to help the nice young feller in his
work."

Information about folk arts, crafts, or products, such as, traditional
cookery, should be leathered too. Measurements atid drawings or

z 6"



.
photogFaphs of extant -objects should be made and accompanied 13ya written description Fot example, a description of a' log Cabin shoUld
give location, exact ;ize, age .according to its owner, kinds of logs,
method of joining the logs 'at the corners, floorboards (puncheon,,
sawed ?) , chinking (mud, stones, shingles, other?) , chimney, and chim-ney bons. ;she complete recipes traditional dishes should be col-
lected. If you contact a craftsman you should obtain) as detailed a, description of his techniques a' possible. Ideally you should watch
hint work and describe his methods so carefully that the reader could
exactly reproduce the object.

In addition to photographs of and information on folk objects, the
Survey will wOcome the objects,themselves, things like quilts, pottery,
or baskets. blacksmith's tools, manuscript song books, recipe books or
weaving patterns, paintings or draings. earl) books of fiddle tunes,
or localh made agricultural implements. Such gifts may be put on
display with the name of the donor and the histoty of the piece; at
least they be presetved, made available to scholars, and reported
in the publications. it

There l'olloWs a suggestive rather ,than exhaustive list of categories
which may be useful in framing questions:

Tales -- Prose Narrative
,Jokes and Ane«lote,--"Sl,tort humorous stories.
Tall talesTraditional lies.
Tales of the Snpernatnial Ghosts, fairies, gods, witches.
Legends Semi historical Atorick :thou t places and ptople.
NIartelons or Fairs Tales.

Songs

Ballads -- -Songs that tell astor.
Lyrics Thematic all) but not ativell, unified songs, such. as

love songs Or laments,
Ditties-rOne,;tanta song, ma s ergs composed of unrelated stan7as. .

Spirituals or Religions .

histrionettult Music

s

Dances

Nay
Drama ,

Games %%101 tsutds or th}mes.
, Games without set w olds.

Verbal games-- Rlik t%istets, counting, out rhymes.'

15
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Riddle's

Speech
PitoVerbial Material
Vocabulary
Grammar

tt$

Beliefs
Beliefs having t«10 with ,lunnan life, plant s' and animals, and

weather.
Medicine
Witchcraft

Customs
Daily
Occasional
Seasonal
Annual
Life Cycle

Material Culture
Art
Craft
Cookery
Archite treBuildings, farm and town plans.

. COLLECTING TALES

mood tales seem to be bard to And in Pennsylv-ani., a tale teller
with a large stock 91 old tales Sand the ability to tell them well gs a
good discovery. Most storks tors today are gossipy anecdOtes based on
fact. Typical would he the story of the trip over the mountain in a
snowstorm .when the carskidded off the road and thp ingenious devices

used to get it back, Stories like this, rather than ones of heroic men
and supernatural events, fill whole evenings in,the tap room's.

Now and then, however, someone may remember a story from the
past, a supernatural tale perhaps, a fabulous animal story, or a tall
tale about a very successful hunt: the collector must keep his ears
open when a group gets to yarning: He may also single out likely
informants and question them directly. 'Do you know any Indian,:
stories? A story about the Thunderbird? Or, why is he rock on the
Susquehanna called Massacre Rock? Do you know- how the "Grand



Canyon" of Pennsylvania was created? I've heard it was formed by an
Indian god smiting the earth with his great stone axe, do you agree?
Are there stories about the Horseslioe Curve at Altoona which 'are
older than the railroad? Do you know about the Lover's Leap on the
Wissahickon, where-au Indian and his sweetheart jumped ratherthan be taken and separated? The most celebrated of legendstales
which mingle history with traditional lore is that Of the Penn/pur-
chase when all the "land an ox hide would enclose" -was taken from
the Indians. Try for stories of Daniel Boone, of the Cornplanter
Indians, of drilling for oil at Titusville, of the Conestoga Trail and
the famous wagon. Legends abound abotii hciw topographical featuresor towns got their names. Flow did Bird-inHand, get its name?
Heart's Ease?

Every district harbors outlaws and outlaw stories. Around Newtownask about the Doane Brothers and their escapades. Simon Girty hidout in a cave on the Susquehanna. Are there lingering legends of him
the area today?
Many know about the mine disaster at Avondale. Are there similarstories about other mine mishaps? Fires? Cave-ins, 'trapped men?

Are -there stories about the men who ran the lumber rafts? About
lumbermen-ibeing killed by Windfalls? In log jams?, The,bully of
the camp or the docks was a notorious character. Are there stories'.
about his deeds? About how he got what he deserved? Ask' aboutthe herbes of the various occupational groups. 'iNV'as Joe Magarac a
real person who became a folk hero or was he, like Paul Bunyan,afake hero.cheamed up by an advertising man?

Pennsylvania has long been 'noted for its hunters and trappers.-'ask for stories of the lone raiding wolf. Are there stories of wolves
carrying off-children? Once there was a white deer in Sullivan County.Did the trappers think it was a girl transformed? That it could be,killed, only with a silver -bullet? Does your informant know exciting
stories about a bear? A black panther?

'Are there trades about particularly large snakes? Hoop snakes that,tail in mouth, roll after persons who come too close to their lair?There is a cave near Reading that, they say, houses a dragon. Ask
your informant from that area if he has been there. Has he heard
the dragon roar? .een its hot 'bretth emerging? Does he know the
story about the calf that, strayed into the cave to be seized by thedragon? Dill the dragon ev6 carry off children? Does he know stories
of eagles carryini off children? Or bears?

.1
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*. Ask about lies, abc-ftit stories of men who do impossible things like
bend a rifle to shoot a bear around an obstruction. Does your infor-
mankknow stories of especially large animals or plants, such as a tall
corn stalk, or gigaOtic mosquitoes? Of,particularly foggy days? Dry
summers? Of bagging a tremendous amount of game with one shot?

Many stories dealing with witches may be found in Pennsylvania.
How does one protect himself: against a witch? How can a witch's
spell be ''removed? Were there any famous witches? Did witches
change into animals? Could Witches be killed? Most localities have
stories about ghosts. What did they look like? Why did they return
from the (lead? Were there ghosts of animals?' Could horses see ghosts

even when people couldn't? Did any Irish immigrants bring stories
about the little people to the New World? Where do fairies live? How
can one get on their good side? What do they look- like?

The long old international tales, such as the Two Brothers, the
Dragon Slayer, or Cinderella, do not seem to be common in Penn-
sylvania: still, it is possible that, if they were asked for, they would be
found. People who have recently, arrived' in Pennsylvania from Ire-
land, or southern or eastern Europe, or the descendants of the immi-
brAnts of;the nineteenth century may have ilore of these tales. And
e sure to ask such people about the legends, jests, and other'-tales

which they remember from the Old World.
Recent arrivals from the Sonar may have brought with them some

distinctive tales. Ask in Negro communities about animal tales or
tales about Stacker Lee, or long narrative rhyme's called toasts which
often deal with the activities of a bad man. Southern Mountaineers
in the southeastern part of Pennsylvania and ii'ennsylvanians from the
southerninfluenced areas iwthe southwestern corner of our state may
have not only tall tales outf.also long international stories about a
sometimes clever, sometimes stupid boy named Jack or Nippy or Billy

Peg who outsmarts giants or an evil older brother' and also sells the

family cote for three beani.
Inquire after stories about a blacksmith who tricks the Devil, Or a

man who, sells his soul to the Devil. Ask your informant if he has
heard a story about a couple 14110 were granted three wishes by St.
Peter, or by a prince who had been Lchanged into a fldunder. Does
your informant know a tale about three princesses who were married

to animals? An evil stepmother who kills, her stepson and serves, him
to his father for dinner? A group of menwith special abilities who
go off on a quest? Does he kn,o)v stories about a king, or a man.named

10
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Eileschpijjel or Finn IcCool? A magic oh mill? A man changed
Into a toa . A girl' ocked in a tower? A dragon? Smite
fooliSh Swa at Not . men?

In addition t. e es themselves you Will want to obtain informa-
tion about the tales and tale telling; Were tales told by she old to the
young or among people of the same age? Are there tales for men

,which women cannot hear? Were tales told at parties? Apple butter
boilings? Quilting bees? Were tall tales told to trick people. from
outside of the community-or-only-among-friends? Werre-Seisidifflor-
tale telling set up beforehand or did tale telling result spontaneCntsly
from conversation? Were there individuals or families who knew all
the iales? Were the tales only for amusement or were they also re-
garded as educational? Why did spme tales surviVe while others'were
forgotten?

One of the best ways to get folklore is to give it: a good story told
by the collector will often elicit a story in return. You may find these
stories, along with other folklore, in books, although few tales have
been published' from Pennsylvania, which is, of course, one of the
problems that the Ethrlic'Clature Survey is designed to remedy. Learn
and tell one 'or more of ,tale, stories reproduced in the second part .of

, this Guide in hopes that they yill prime the pump.
Even if you do not want icr.'perform'folklore ritaterial-an artfully

presented tale might scare a mediocre traditional tale, teller, a poorly
'told tale might cause you to lose respect in the eyes of a good tradi-
tional tale tellera knowledge of genuine material is necessary. The
best way to build up the kind of friendship with an informant which
will result ,in hours of songs, stories or retninBcence is to come to him
'with a good _knowledge of and interest in his traditions. You will
need to absorb the folk material in this booklet and that in some of
the books listed in the suggested readings 'section at its end 'before
you venture out into the field. .

COLLECTING SONGS

Songs are easier to come by than tales, for a good tune will often.
keep a song alive after the text has lost its appeal. One of the best
ways to secure songs is also by the priming of the pump method. If
the collector can sing and knows well the traditional singing style of
the area in which he,is working, he might sing for his potential in
lormant an example of the kind Of sone-for which he is looking. If

I I
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he has some local songs, on tape, the playing of one or more of these
would certainly 'prod a reluctant.singer to contribute his. songs.

It is usually better to indicate a song by its substance than' its title;
most songs have different titles in different localities. Ask for a song
about a man Who is dying becaose his girl friend gave him poisoned
eels to eat, rather than for "Lord Randal." First lines are generally

more meaningfulsto au informant than titles.
_Get_the tune,on tape .if _p_ossiblefor_.a text is__only.partoLa_sorig

If/You cannot get the tuntuns at the me time that you are writing the
recording equipmenttext dowli, we will endeavor to supply you

or send someone with you to record your informapt.
In the second part of this publication you will find a v complete

song texts. Below is a list of titles bf folksongs which you- s ould be
able to find in Pennsylvania., it is by no means complete, espec Ily in

the local categories.

A is for Axe
The Atlantic Cable
Babes in the Wood
The Backwoodsman

"I came to this country..."
The Baggage Coach Ahead
Banks of the Sweet Dundee
Barbara Allen
The Big Eau Clair
Billy Boy

,Billy 'Grimes, the Drover
Billy McGee, McCaw
Bingen, on the Rhine
Blue Juniata
Blue Monday
Bold Privateer
Brave Wolf
The Brookside Mine
The Butcher Boy

"In Jersey City I did dwell..."
The Cambric Shirt
Captain Jinks
Captain Kidd
Captain

_Kidd
Courtship

A Gentle Young Lady
The Captain With the Whiskers
Caroline of Edinboro Town
Casey Jones

s Run I 0 \
The Jolly Lumbermen

Disaster

et 0

t;

The Cottage Door
Cottage by the Sea
The Cruel Brother
The Cruel Mother
The Cuckoo
The Cumberland Crew
The Derby Ram
The Dilly Song

"I will sing, what will
sing?"

Dog andGun
Down, Down, Down
Down in aCoal Mine
Down in ,the Willow Garden
The Dream of the Miner's

Daughter
The Drowsy Sleeper
The Duke of York
The Dying Soldier
Erin's Green Shore
Fair Fannie Moore
The Farmer's Curst Wife
Gilder Roy
Father Grumble

"He vowed he could do
More work in a day. .

Floyd Collins
The Fox
The Frog and the Mouse

Mr. Frog Went ACourtin'

you 1,
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The Golden Vanity
North Country. The Lowlands

The Gypsy Laddie
Black Jack Davy

Gypsy's Warning
The Hangsman

Maid Freed From the Gallows
Harrison Brady
Henry Martyn
High Silk 'Hat and a Gold Top

Walking Cane
The House Carpenter
It Rained h Mist

Sir Hugh. -
The Jew's Daughter.
Fair Scotland.

. Wish !Was a Single/.Girl Again
I Wouldn't Have an Old Man
Jack 'Haggarty
Jack Monroe
The jam on Gerry's Rocks
The jealous Lover

Lorilla. Florella
Jenkin, Jenkin
Jesse James

- Joe Bowers \
Joe Magarac

)john Randal
Kerry Recruit

"The first thing they give
. ."

Kitty Maury
Kitty Wells
Lady Isabel

Six King's Daughters
Lady Leroy
Lady Margaret
Lamkin
The Last Great Charge
The Letter Edged in Black
The LexingtOn Murder
Listen to the Mocking Bird
Little Mohee

'Little NfusgraTT and
Lady Barnard
Lbrcf Darnell

Locks and Bolts
Lord Bateman

Lord Lovell
Mary of the Wild Moor
Me Johnny Mitchell Man
The Miner's Doom-
Molly 'Bawn
My sweetheart's a Mule in the

Mines
The Murdered Girl_
gellie Gray
The Nightingale
Oh, Susannah
Old Dan Tucker
The Old Soldier Who Had a

Wooden Leg
On Johnny Mitchell's Train
One Morning in May
The Orphan Girl
Our Goodman

Three Nights Experience.
The Drunkard's Special

-Paul Jones
Pearl Bryant
Pretty Polly
Pretty Sally
Put My Little Shoes Away
Rock the Dear Baby to Sleep
The Shanty Man
The Sheffield Apprentice'
The Soldier's Wooing
Springfield _Mountain
Sweet William's Ghost
The Texas Rangers
They Cut Down the Old Pine Tree
They Say it is.Sinfu1 to Flirt
The Titanic'
Who's Going to Shoe NOUT Pretty

Little Feet
Young Hunting'

"Light down, light down, love
Henry..

The Two Brothers
TheTwo Sisters
Vilikens and His Dinah
Walt', Waly

I Wish in Vain -
Wee Cooper of Fife

"Nickety-nackety. . ."
4Risselty-rosselty...",
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William Riley Yonder Sits a Lonely Creature
Wreck of Old 97 Young Charlotte
The Wyoming Massacre The Frozen Girl

These are some of the songs you will find in the Anglomerican`
a areas of Pennsylvania, but be sure to inquire also about the songs of

people of Continental background. Surely the Polish, Lithuanian,
Slovakian, and Italian inuAigrants brought with them a stock of
traditional songs; these lUtve not been collected but 'should be.

.t

COLLECTING DANCES AND GAMES t

Folk dance traditions in America haVe been strangely ignored. The
old-time square dance with its times and calls is one of the most vital

of our folk tradititins. The instrumentalists often have enormous
repertoires of old dance tunes; record not only these but also the

fiddlers' statements al font the tunes and dimes. Ask the musician,
the caller, and the da cer what the various dance terms mean., When
were certain tunes pl. yeti? ly hick are the easy tunes to play or dance

to, and which ones are difficult? Are' there any 'short .songs which
accompanied the old tunes? What 'changes liave taken place in square
dance calling? Does everyone attend a stpdre dance or only some

. age groups? When, hera and why were dances held? Ask about
jigging. the buck and wing or clog as well as square' dancing, and
inquire about old round dances,

Most cities have several groups which still do Old World dances.
Ask meiulirs of such groups abopt the chimges that occurred in the

shift of the dance from Europe to America. Ask when the dances-
take place; tvIto attends and ,why4they enjoy these old dances. Some

groups wear traditional costumes when- they dance; thes,should be
photographed and the names for the parts itf the costumes writteti

down. Find out who makes these costumes ad interview them about
where they learned their craft and what changes h4ve taken place in

costume design over the years. ,

Careful diagrams should be-made of the remaining folk dances. It
would be best to make films of OW dances, but a large number of
still photographs or sketches would idso assist the description. We
would be glad to arrange help for yoti in the tape-recording and film-

ing of any traditional dances, from the Old WOrld or the New, and

would like to locate genuine folk dance groups in order to present
them at festivals. 22
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People who likl to talk about the old (lays often remember with
rema:kable crarity* the games of their childhood. They occasionally
have early photographs of games in piogiess and toys which should
be borrowed or copied. Modern children gederally have a great fund
of traditional' anics.- While, most folklore seems to thrive best in
rural area's, urban (Michell are the possessors of a rich game tradition,
which tnti be easily collected: In collecting games be sure to note the
rules- -both ,the ,`stated rules and those that are actually usedin
great detail: games should be described in such a way that the reader
could play tbein. The diagrams which children make for their games'
should alsci be recorded; Meany measurements and a photograph or
drawing of such diagrams would be made. The' songs and rhymes,
such as jump rope and counting out rhymes which accompany or
precede the flames should, of course. be taken down. A taperecorder
is well suited for such work, but with the cooperation of the children
most of the rhymes may be accurately written -down while they are
being recited. .Children should be asked their meanings for terms or
ideas in their rhymes, They should also be questioned about the
source for their material because the% ate taught much of it by
playground directors and techers.

COLLECTING RIDDLES

Tell a riddle anii roil will heal a riddle. The ,,roblem with the
riddles one hears in casual conversation today is to distinguish betweer,
the traditional middles and the ephenferal products of the advertising
men and c,Alege.,yonth. Elephant jokes are not folk, for example;
neitbey are the sick jokes of the recent ethnic slur riddles. Such riddles
are not in the folk idiom; though a part of the study offolklore, they
reflect not folk culture but popular or mass culture. Riddles which
can be termed folk are a part of to deep traditio'n, for example:

Round as a biscuit, btusy as a ,bee
The cutest little thing you ever did see..

Most of the traditional riddles have a country or small town back.
ground. The riddle "What animal is frightened of the new moon
in November," with the answer."a pig," would 'be understood only
by someone who knew that in Pennsylvania pigs were traditionally
slaughtered in' November when the moon was full because it was be
tiered that the meat of the pig killed Chen would not shrink,
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When you collect riddles, try to find out what the riddle Means to
the teller. Have him explain the riddle's answer in light of the ques-
tion which was posed. Why does he remember riddles or tell them?
Does he enjoy stumping hii audience? Knowing many fiddles? Does
he take pleasure in group 'participation? When, why and how were
riddles normally told? At special sessions-or only as a part of con-.

h
. con-

versation? Are riddles more usual among certain age or sex groups?
If one has already hc. the riddle does he giye the answer or keep
quiet while the others attempt to figure it out? Ilow long will the
riddler wait before giving the answer?

COLLECTING PROVERBS AND FOLK SPEECH

It is best to collect, proverbs and folk'speech in.coldtext Listen for,:
characteristic proverbial expressions and folk idioms mad jot them .

dolAi as you hear them or as soon afterward as possible. If you have
recording equipment you may simply let the machine run while a
person chosen for his speech patterns talks. Later when you transcribe
the tape you will probably find man) more examples of folk speech
in the transcription than you had noticed while he was talking.

When you are collecting examples of folk speech do just as you
'would with longer items: get as much pertinent data about the in-
fonnatit'ilpossible and note exactly the manner in which the item
was used and what in the conversation cued it. If there iA.,some am-
biguity about the meaning of a. word or proverb, as there ofteia is,
volt should ask the informant exactly what the word or phrase means
to him and why he found it partitularly.applicable in the situation)
in whit!' he used it.

You may also approach an informant with specific questions. In
order to gather proverbs you should present your informant with
situations. such as a boy loses a limner on the way home after work,
and as him what proverbs he would know to tell the boy or would

,Fuse in chscribing the situation to another person. To gather proverbial
comparisons you might present your informant with ideas and ask
him for a description: a very black dog would be "as black as --"Z

very slow moving person would be "as slow as".
Everyone knows some traditional proverbial material, so that a

questionnaire approach may be used with good results. A question-
naire could be prepared listing siitiations and objects. The same
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questionnaire could be used in interviewing a large number 'of
people; the answers would indicate the range of proverbial possibility.

Vocabulary is an impoltant aspect of folk speech, particularly the
traditional words for agricultural or craft and industry objects and
techniques. You might, for example, go over a wagon with an in-
formant asking- him the name of each or its .parts, or you might
observe a process, such as quilt making, asking at each step for
terminology.

COLLECTING BELIEFS

Do not use the word superstition while you are collecting. Super-
stitions ate things which others believe to a true but which you do
nOt, so that to a native of the New Guinea hills your religion and
science may be only superstition. "Beliefs" is not only a safer term
than superstition, it is a better one.

When collecting folk.beliefs do not be a skeptic; in asking for things
Aid) you feel ate superstitions. it helps to be a little superstitious.
You massk for beliefs in general terms: what did people 'believe
about horstN. ok crops, or what was' used to prevent rheumatism, or
how could a MI foretell the identity of her husband? Specific ques
t, 011S. noever, are more likely to produce quick results. Ask your
informant if he has ever heard that it. is. bad for a pregnant woman to
cross a running stream, pass under a horse's neck, or,bathe frequently,
especial) :, in cold water. Does the husband go to bed as if sick after
the baby is born? How does a child gqt "Marked"? By the mother
eating unseasonable food which she craves? By her being frightened,
by a snake or other animal?' Does a knife stuck in the bed make the
child a boy? Will an axe placed under the bed bring about an easy
birth? Or untying the knots in a string? Will a child born with a
caul possess second sight? Are twins bad luck?

How can one make a girl fall in love with him? Give her tomateec
to eat? Put a needle that has pierced a dead man's hand in her
clothes? Get a spell pr a charm from a pow-wow? How do you deter-
mine whether or not a.. peison loves you? Name a match after the
person and light it: if it burns completely without breaking, does he?
How can you determine the identity of your future husband? Throw
an apple paring over the right shoulder and note the initial it forms?
Put a wish bone from a chicken or turkey over the door and note the
first eligible person who walks through? Throw a light by means of a
mirror into a well to see the future spouse's face in the water?
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Does a falling picture. presme death? A strange white dog running
by? A howling dog at midnight? What is a death watch beetle? Does
it tap out the number Mk years remaining to the one whose room it is
inhabiting? What brings bad luck? A black rat crossing the road
before you? Is the word -.thunder" uttered during a storm bad luck?
Is it bad luck to open an umbrella in the house? Break a mirror? Spill
salt? Sweep the house any day but Friday? Do whippoor-wills bring
bad luck? Spiders? A rooster crowing at midnight?

Ask about weather signs: Do thick coats on the wooly caterpillar
betoken a hard winter? Does a rooster crowing in a tree betoken fine
weather? On the ground, a storm? Does a cat washing its face mean
good weather? Do chickens wandering about in the rain., indicate
that the storm will continue? If they run for shelter does it mean it
will be only a brief shower? Will sharp tools uncovered attract light-
ning? Does a ring around the moon betoken rain? Does a red'moon
mean a bloody war to come? Do you ,knois, any jingles about the
weather such as Red at night, sailors delight/Red in the morning,
sailers take warning?

In addition ro the usual information such as the biographical data
of the informant and his source for the item, find out whether he
fully believes it, onh partially believes it or completely rejects it.
Also ask if he knows any instances of the belief ttirning out to be
correct or incorrect, or if he knows how the belief came into existence,

COLLECTING CUSTOMS

In asking about customs it is convenient to drder your questiofiing
.along these traditional lines: annual customs, both special days, such
as Christmas, and special periods, such as harvesting; irregular customs,
such as those accompanying quilting bees; customs associated with
personal occasions like birthdays and funerals; and the daily and
weekly routines of work, play, and worship.

Although you have to search out special informants to sing or tell,
tales for von, everyone hzt. y some information on 'customs. Older
people remember thedays when the Hallofelen and marriage cpstoms
of their localities were different from those of other communities,
and veryvery different from those of today. People who have recently
immigrated to Pennsylvania not on', continue to observe and partici
pate in customs quite different t. .:rose of the mass culture, but
ma' also retain vivid memories of customs from, other lands.
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Long take- recorded reminiscences dealing with occupational pat-
terns, with *hat work was done by men and what clone by women,
on how wheat was planted, corn was cut or oxen trained,,would be
of great value. Do not miss the chance to observe customs which are
still alive, su . as saint's day celebrations among Mediterranean immi-
grants; write up such &creations it minute detail.

Information on customs should be collected with the sanie4tccuracy
and attention to c9ntw hat you employ id collecting songs on tales.
Something should' not be identified as simply "Lithuanian wedding
custom"; the -name, age, and occupation of 'the' infvmant, his exact
residenkin America and Lithuania, his comnients about the custom,
about the change in environment, about the social setting of the
custom, and the collecting experience should be 'reported.

CfOLLECTING' MATERIAL CULTURE

Physical objects and methods used to produce them are termed
material culture. Vet) little has been done in the United States on
material 10; culture, so this field offers the new student of folklore
the opptunity to do some very important work. The best way to
learn alkut material culture is to find one of its producers basket-

smakers, potters, barn builders,,sewers of quilts, or traditional bakers
but, a great deal can be learned from the objects themselves, from
abandoned outbuildings, cw tools found in an attic. .

As with other fon, traditions, the collector of material culture
should' try to get as much infOrmation as possible. Tl-e source for the
yaw material used in the production of an- object, the way it is stored
and processed, how :ong the object takes to make, exactly how it is
shade, and what is done with the completed objdct are all quest;on's
of importance.

A convenient unit of tttcl% is the farm. Make a Measured plan of
the whole farm and all of the buildings on it. Find.fmt how all of the
buildings are uyed and the names for their parts. In making a floor-
plan of a houstc indicate thiiipositions of the important pieces of furni-
ture. A detailed inventory of a .particularly well preserved farm---a
list of all of 611e objects in All of the buildings.would be an invaluable
guide to die history of the people who have worked the farm.' Photo-
graph all of the buildings. the fences and details such as weathervanes,
wooden piping. houghs, furniture, kitchen utensils, agricultural im-
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plements, and, vehicles: Interview the farm's owner about the history
of the place and record any anecdotes or regends associated with Wit.

YOu might also study imlividua) crafismen or people with special
interests such as the dowsers who locale water with a forked;rctd. A
detailed description of his activities and, dtaings of his equipment

o would be of value. Locare--older trappers, fishermen, and hunters and,
--discover tbe- beliefs associated with these pursuits and find out how

spv.:cial trapsdead falls, box traps. turkey traps, snares, game. pits,
paw traps, spring trapi'and fishing equipment wet,e madeand used.
Inquire about the origips of the practices you ob3erve, for there are'
often folk explanations for things like why wagon wheels are dished,
why hex signs are painted on barns, and why some bnildings,face in
Certain directions.

The larger industries, in which Pennsylvania abounds, are not, in

', themselves, folk, but much folklore is associated witethem. There
0.` are tales and songs hs and about ltunberjacks, coal miners, And oil

;triflers. These gtoups all have, special beliefs and iocalvlaries which
'are associated with their occupations. 'Also, their tools/ and the ways

. , those tools are used are often traditional. The shanties and sleds,
;chains, rafts,c.jamb pikes. augers, and much of the cuisine of the

lumberjack is, material folk culture.

This Guide is a guide: It is meant to be suggestive, to stimulate
you to inquhe and search not only for the items mentioned here, but
also for the thousands not mentioned and for the human and cultural
contexts in-whiclr those items exist. Use the materials in the second
part of the Guide as examples of the kinds of things for which you will
bt hunting. Remember that you cannot possibly get too much infor-

mation, and write to usabout your problems, experiences and exciting

discoveries. is important for us to get to know youpso tliat We may

call on each other for information and advice.

\\'rite t 0.

l'he Ethnic Studies Section
Pennsyhaitia Ilistolital and :\kisetlin Commission

!lox 1026
isbui g. Penns) Is aria 17108

0
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PAR'D II

SOME EXAMPLES OF
-.PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLORE

All Of the material in this section was collected in Pennsylvania.
Most of it i..as taken from the publications on Pennsylvania folklore
which are inchtded in the Suggested. Readings section at the/end of
this booklet; others are from unpublished field collections. If you have
any questions'about the sources of individual ,items, please write us.

TALES

Tales range from the joke and short anecdote heard, frequently in
everyday conversation to the long marvelous tale heard today only
rarely. Au example of the Emmer was told at a coffee break at the
Historical and Museum Commission.in 1967. A joke was told about
a city slicker who tried p get an Alabama stoic keeper to change an
eighteen dollar bill and was offered three sixes or two nines in
exchange. Then Winsfoh Shauglindsy, curator of Naiural Science,.
came up With this one

It's sorta like this old guy from Perry County who was asked
by a ,touristyou know, thought this guy was.kind of
quaint, and asked'him if he'd lived there all his life. And,
he replied, "Nope, not yet."

Tffis joke would appear to be a unique item 'based on fact but
actually it has been told and adaptecf to different localities throughout
the eastern United States, and particularly, itseems, in New y.nghtnd.

A great deal of folkhne was: collected during the 1930's by the
W.p.A.; only a small proportion of this materiat has ever been pub.

"fished. This anecdote is taken from the W.P.A. Racial Backgrounds
files preserved in the \lc hkos Building in Harrisburg, it comes from
Lawrence County;

One New Castle IrisInnan related the following story about
his countrymen. A group of Irishmen were gathered in a
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local grocery store for an evening of gossip when one of their
fellow workmen ' entered and shouted:

"Who built the railroad?"
Chorus: "The Irish"

"Who built the penitentiaries?"
Chorus: "The Irish"

"Who filled the penitentiaries?"
Whisper: "The Irish"
. "Who built the cabals ?"
Chorus: ."The Irish"

"Who built the lakes and river?"
Chorus: ",God"

"Then the Irish must be next to God since 'they built
the canals."

Anecdotes told as reports of :lethal occurrences may have a great
deal of traditional content; often they :ire'' old, retold, and stabilized
into 'stories which are passed on, taking on with each telling more and
more of the native of a traditional tale. Hex practices andwitchcraft
are still to he fo,,nd in Pennsylvania, and many stories dealing with
the power and knowledge of the pow-wow doctor exist:

There was this woman lived /near Reading. When her
first baby was six months old, she was putting it to bed,
when she saw a hand come through the window and touch the
baby on the head. It immediately had a fit and, before she
could get the doctor, it 'died. Now, this same thing happened
with the next child. When the third child was born, her
mother made her tell a powwow doctor, and he tad her to
hide a kmfe in her clothes, and when the hand came in-'to
slash it. And she was to see the,kind of mark it made. And
then the next day'she was to fiee' if any of her neighbors had
her hand tied up and then she was to see if it was the same
mark. Sure enough the next day one of htrneighbors had her
hand tied up. The mother made...her'show it and' it was the
same cut That broke the well and she confessed that she was
hexing the children because the father had married this other
'woman and not Bei%

Tales about hoopsnakes are found widely in America, though the
boopsnake, which rolls along holding its tail in its mouth, seems to
thrive particularly well in Pennsylv:inia and the Northern lumber
camps. Bill Durham, a Pike Countian who had been a raftsman on
the Delaware, told this one:

"Yell! o'course, they is hoopsnakes. Why they wuz a feller
down to Matamorris who had a little field down close to the
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river. This feller wuz o' ut hoeing corn one morning and alongabout nine o'clock he wuz aleanin' on the hoe handle, restin .Re looked up, the corn row, and there wuz a big hoopsnake
roklin' right at him. All he Could do wuz to stand behind the
hoe handle, and when .the snake struck at him, it hit the hoe
handle close to the head. The feller wuz so scared he_just rail,for the house and left the snake stuck to the handle.

"Along about five o'clock, the feller started out to see whathad become of the hoopsnake. lie had leered that snakes what
git into fights die at sundown, and it wuz nearing dark then.So he stole back to where he had the fight with the snake and,sure qnough there wuz the snake, dead as a last spring shad.
But the pizen had swole the handle up"until it was as big asa saw log. Now this feller wuz a thrifty cuss so he an back,
got 4iis- team, drug the log down to the sawmill, had it sawed '
up. into shingles, and shingled his barn with them. But whenthe first big rain come, it washed, out all the pizen and the

. shingles all shrunk up and fell off, or you could've seed it tothis day."

The log which.swells up from snake bite is'a tall tale found espefcially in the mountainous areas of the South. The tall tale form is
found in many parts of the United States anddespite the statements
of some writers to the contraryalso in Europe. Tall tales, or lies
as they are frequently called. ,ire usually the property of men and deal
with masculine interests; hunting is a particularly common ,tall tale
topic. The following talljale was collected in 1966 by David Walton
from Lou Sesher, a 76yearo10 retired rivetboat engineer from Lock
Four, Pennsylvania:

i Fellow; he, he told me that his dad had a gun and They
shot it, they loaded it with nails and dynamite, you know.When they shot that gnu the noise stayed around two or threedays, he said. It, it was terrific. And he says no use for any-thing to keep on running because the bullet got after a deerand it just stayed after it until it got it. And he said the drops,of sweat would be on that bullet j'ist as big as your finger. /But they'd run them down. Run them right home. Said they
gperally run them. up in the yard and caught up with them:
And then you dittn't have to go out and haul them in, youkno ' -The bullet stayed afterhe said one time he was
fishin ky a creek and a couple days before he had took a shotat a de But he said he heard a noise and here come that
deer up t te creek and -through the hazelbrush, you know.
And, ah, rtkning to beat hell. And that bullet was still after
him. And run him,up in the yard and felled him right there
at the smokehouse. And they didn't have to do a thing.
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A legend frequently collected by folklorists in southern Germany
and the Cern= areas 0,1 Pennsylvania is that of "The- Eternal
Hunter"; this version was monied in' 1957 from J. Hanipton Halde-

man, a Schuylkill Cot1nty pharmacist:

It's an old story that dates back three hundred years. It
seems that at that time the summer had been very. very, dry.
The creeks were practically waterless. The crops failed, and
naturally; the gamedeer and rabbitscrossed over the
mountain; that is, the other side of these Blue Nfouritains.
The villagers were in dire circumstances. venison was a cheap
source of food. One of the old men ilecided that he would
take his dogs, go arro .. the mountain,-end chaie back the deer
to save this community of Pine Grove. When he left he said he
would hunt forever, if necessary, even through the sky, to
chase the deer hack. And that is one reason why late at night
in the fall you hear noises in the sky, the' sounds of barking,
and the report of shotgun fire. That is the story of Ewich
Yaeger. He's hunting forever dirough the sky.

The following tale is a combination of two international folk motifs:
the pact y`vith the Devil. and the Devil as builder. It was told in 1963

by Hiram Grimmer, ti aditional singer and old-time woodsman, who

lives west of Renovo in Clinton County: ,

"The Barn Built by the Devil"
This place where the Devil built a barn was on the Susque-

hanna about one mile from New Buffalo. Anywhere along
there stop and inquire of anybody and they'll point out the
place. The last I knew the foundation was there. My father
said he didn't believe it. He was goin' down the raft in 1866
and the pilot pointed it out and tolli the story. This man
wanted a barn qui pe made a bargain with the Devil, The
Devil wa's to build him a barn that v..as.tu last a hundre,d,years
and he was to build it at night and have it all done before
the rooster crowed. He'd have the barn all finished in return
for the man's soul. Herd give him his soul for that bap.

That night he anti his wife, they couldn't sleep. There was
this awful pounding going on out there on this foundation.
His wife wante4 to know what was going on and she keptnag-
gin' at him, and noggin' at him. And when it leas purt a neer
morning he thought the barn must be finished and he told
her, She diessed and put on an apron and lit a candle and
held it under the apron ,and went out- to the chicken coop.
Then she raised the aprqn and the rooster saw the light and
crowed. Instantly it was silence. Well. next morning there
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was the new barn; but there was a place about ten feet square
that wasn't finished. It was on the river side, lip on the river
end of the barn. Well, this man thought it would easily be
finished, but every time he put the shingles on there the
next morning they would be layin' down on the ground, He
tried time after time and he couldn't finish the barn.

I, was curious the first time I went along there and I looked
over and I ,could see that itiwasn'tll shingled; there was this
place about ten feet squsar, iind I asked the conductor. You
See, I was riding on the train along there. And the conductor
he told me that was the barn the Devil built. Every time
I passed on the railroad I was always atchin' it. Comin' up
the other way'On the other side you couldn't see it.

The. last time I was along there that barn was gone. I
wrote this lady that lived that way and she wrote back that
the hurricane of 19.16 blew it away. That was just a hundred
years since the Devil built it. In _file night it blew away, and
they never could find a board from it. It didn't go-down the
river, the boards would have been floating. That was all the
damage that hurricane ,done, just took the barn. The Devil
'came and got it, I guess.

This version of "The Barn Built by the Devil is typical of the tale as
'it is found in America, though one detail is unusual. Usually the man
whose souls in jeopardy goes to the chicken_house before daylight and
crows. His crowing starts title rooster crowing, tricking the Devil into
thinking that it is daybreak and that he must consequently hasten
away. The wife with the candle is certainly more dramatic antheicely
makes the point that the good wife saves the husband from the Devil.

Recent immigrants absorb the traditions they find in a,new land,
build up new traditions which are distinctly theirs, and also remember
the traditions of the country they hale left behind. A ,Slovakian
woman in western Pennsylvania remembered the, following legend
from, her homeland in the 1930's. The elements which were combined
to ,produce this tale are those which are commonly attached to Euro
peanAmerican folk heroes: the fact that Janosik took from the rich
to give to the poor reminds one of Robin Hood, Jesse James, or
Central Pennsylvania's Lewis thd Robber; his dwelling in the cave,
King Arthur; his twelve followers and death by trickery, too, are a
part of the tradition of.the hero.

Under a Virhorlet Mountain is a cave, which has an iron
door at its entrance. The legend is that once, a long time ago,
it was the home of a young man named Janosik. Janosik
built several rooms inside the cave, where he and his band of ,
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twelve yofing men lived. It was a time of oppression for the
peasants, whose l'andlords did not give-them enough ro live

° on. Men, women and children were starving, and Janosik and
his° band attempted to right their wrongs by raiding the
wealthy landowners and helping the ,poor with what- they

. hod taken.
The common people looked,,upon him as a hero, but natu-

rally the wealthy people, regarded him as a thief and an
enemy. They tried to capture him for a long time, and finally
succeeded on an occasion when he was attending the we'dding
of one-of his friends. It is said that beans were thrown on the
floor to make it impossible for him to run away, and he was
finally killed:

The l following story, collected from Mrs. Jennie M. Kline of Bern-
ville, Pennsylvania, about 1940, is a Pennsylvania German version of
a folktale found commonly in oral tradition throughout Europe, as
far away as the Philippines and as nearby as French Canada, the
Southern Appalachians, and the- Negro South.

"Eileschpijjel-Gets a Herd of 'Cattle"
Eileschpijjel had made himself obnoxious to his neighbors"

and they planned to drown him, so that they would be rid
of him once for all. The put him in a cask, and started, out
for the sea. On their way they came to a tavern, and leaving
the cask outside, went in to drink to the success of their
undertaking.

Meanwhile a drover came along with a large,drae of cattle.
Now when Eileschpijjel heard that someone was 'approaching,
he began to moan,-1 can't do it, and I won't do' it. I can't
do it, and I .won't do it."

The drover heltring the moaning stopped and listened.
Eileschpijjel again moaned, "I can't do it, and I won't do it."

"What can't you do?" asked the drover.
"They want me to marry, the king's daughter, and I won't

do it. And they are ckking me to the king to compel me to
marry his daughter," answered Eileschpijjel. "I can't do it,
and I won't do it."
-"Let me take your place," said the drover, "I'll Marry the

king's daughter."
The drover took Eileschpijjel's place in the cask and

Eileschpijjel took the cattle and drove them to his home.
The neighbors cattle out of the tavern, took the cask to the

sea and sank it. Then with the feeling that they had finally
got rid of Eileschpijjel, they went home in great spirits.
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Their astonishment' 'was great when the% saw Eischpijjel,
and even greater when they saw the cattle which he had
gotten.

Said Eileschpijjel, "Down on the bottom of the 'sea are
many such cattle. These I drove up the bank and out on the
shore, and brought them home."

All the neighbors, eager to get ruffle. rushed to the sea and
jumped in.:All of them were drowned.

As this tale is usually told, the man is tied in a sack and tells
shepherd that he is going to Heaven. The shepherd gives the man
his flock and takes his place in the sack. Later the person who had
tied him in the sack finds-him counting his sheep and is told that
the bubbles in the water were sheep, whereupon the bad tine jumps
in the water and, is drowned. Eileschpijjelilis the German Pennsylvania
Dtitch foolish trickster wh corresponds to the British Appalachian
jack; indeed, as the story is told.,in the Southern MOuntains.it is Jack
who tricks his way out of the sack.

SONGS -

Pennsylvania 'has not been as thoroughly combed for British tra-
ditional.ballads, as many other'states such as Maine and Virginia have;
the central and 'southwestern portions of the State, however,-are iprob-
ably still rich in ballad singing, and from these areas a number of
folksotigs have been collected. Following are two good versions of
British ballads collected by Professor Samuel I'. Bayard of Pennsyl-
vania State University. This version of "The Cruel Mother" was, sung
in 1929 by Peter Cole, an old-time farrier from Greene County:

"There Was A Lady Lived hr York"
1. There was a lady lived in York,

Tra la lee and a lidey O.
She fell in love with her father's clerk,

Down by the greenwood sidey 0!
2: She leant herself against an oak,

And first it bent, and then it broke,
3. She leant herself' against a tree,

And there she had her misery.
4. She leant herself against a thorn,

And there's where these two babes were born.
5. Sh6 pulled out her little penknife;

She pierced them throngh their tender hearts,

The refrain is sung with each tania as it is in the first.
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6. She pulled out her white handkerchief;
She bound them up both head and foot.

7. She buried them tinder a Marble stone,
And then returned to her merry maid's home.

8. As she sat in her father's hall,
She saw these two babes playing ball.

A. Says she, Pretty babes, if you were mine,
I'd-dress you in the silk so fine.

10. Say, dear mother, when we were thine,
You, neither dressed us coarse or fine.

11. But you pulled out your little penknife;
You pierced' it through our tender hearts.

12. 'Then you pullCd out mir white handkerchief;
You bound us up both. head and foot.

13. You 15uried us underi a marble stone,
And then returned to your merry maid's home. .

14. Seven years to wash iind wring,
Seen more to card 4rid spin.
Seven more to ring them bells,

Tra la lee and a liley 01
Seven more to serve in hell:*

-Down-by .the greenWood sidey

A ballad is a song that tells a Story. The oldest of the British ballads,
some of which date to medieval times, are characterized by a distinct
style. They often include repetitive words, phrase's, or entire stanzas,
which emphasise -and add emo ion and melody to the ballads story.
The story' is objecaely told wit t a concentration on the climax, little
attention to detail, and no exi 'ovation of psychological motivation
such as one finds in a modern i ovel. Usually a ballad includes some
conventional phraseslilyhit hand or milkwhite steed, Or ex
amplesand often it has a chor is or refrain.

This old ballad, known to sch lars as "The Farmer's Curst Wife,"
was titled "Old Jokey Song" by F, P. Provance of Fayette County, who
pang it in 1943:

I. Its off an old man, an
He lived in a house th

Chorus: Sing whack faloor;
Sing whack faloor,

2. This old man he went
"Long comes the devil,

3. You shan't have me n
But my old scolding w

Chorus is repeated after each soma

he lived poor,
t had but one door.

, loora lay,
, laddic
ut to foller the plow;

aying, I'll. have you nowt
r my oldest son,
fe, take her and welcotnel
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4. Heihobbust her up all onto his back,
Like a pedlar packini, his pack.,

5. He packed her along till he came to hell's gates;,
He hither a kick, saying, Go in, you old jadel

6. And he "packed her along till he came to hell's door;
And he hit her a kick saying, Go in, you old whore!

7. Now one little devil come in and sit by 'er:
She up with her, foot and she kicked;him in the fire.

8. Oh, two !Wire devils with rattlesome
She up with the poker, she knocked out their brains.,

T 9. Then two little..devils were lying in bed:
She up with the poker, She killed 'cm both dead.

10. Then otie little devil run up the wall, .
Crying, Pap, take 'er out o' hell, or she'll kill us'aIllf'

11. Then he hobbust ;ier up all onto his pack,
And like a danged fool be went packin' her'back.

12. 'Then he packed 'er along till he come to hell's door;
He hit her a kick, saying. Gwout[go out], you old whore!

13. Then he packed her along till hecome to hell's gates;
And he hit her a kick, saying, Gout, you old jadel

14. He says, Now. here's your old woman both sound and,

, If I'd kep' her much longer, she'd lathered all hell!
15. She was seven years going and seven years coming back,

And she called for the mush that she left in the pot.

The following song is typical of the ballads which first appeared for
sale in Britain printed on one side of a sheet of paper called a broad-
side, and were then widely accepted, sung, and changed by traditional
singers. It was collected about 1922 from Henry A. Burton of Roulette,
Pennsylvanii:

':Pretty
1. In the lowlands of Holland Pretty Polly did dwell;

Sherwas courted by a captain, who loved her full well;
When her cruel parents they came for to hear,
They swore they would part her and her dearest dein

2. As Polly lay musing one night in her bed,
A comical fancy came into her head;
Neither father nor mother shall make me false proof;
I'll enlist, a bold soldier, and follow .my love.

3. She went to the stable, the stalls she viewed round;
She took out a gray mare that could travel the ground.
With a brace of horse pistols, and sword by her side,
Like a ga'y gallant, trooper Pretty Polly did ride.
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4: She rode 'till she came to the sign of the Cross;
By the sound of a trumpet she dismOunted- her horse;
The first one came in was an Englishman brave;
And the next who came in was Pretty Polly's true love.

5. What news, what news, young man, do you bring?
"Here's a letter from Polly, from old England."
Ili opening this letter, ten guineas he found,
For him and his soldiers to drink their health round.

6. Then Polly, feeling weary, she hung, down her head,
And called for a candle to light her to bed.
The captain stepped up"I've a bed at my ease,
And you may lie with me, young man, if you please."

7. "To lie with a captain is a ,deficate thing.
I'm a new enlisted soldier under George Washingtort.
I'll fight for my country, by sea or by land,
And if you'll be my captain, I'll be at your command."

8. So early next morning Pretty Polly arose;
Sh(\ dressed herself up in a suit of girl's clothes;
The captain he viewed her from tip unto toe;
He flew to her arms, saying, "Love, how dd you do?"
So now they are married and live at their ease;
She can go when she's a mind to, and come when she

please.
And left her cruekparents in tears, to remain,
For they would give thousands t6 see her again.

There are several different ballads entitled "Pretty, Polly": some,
like this one, deal with a girl dressing as a soldier or 'sailor to follow
her sweetheart; the one most commonly sung today tells of a young
man killing this pregnant lover and burying her in a shallow grave.

The English, Scots and Irish were not the only early settlers who
brought their traditional songs to America: a folksong tradition has
been found among the Pennsylvania Germans. The following song,
which is.also kn'own'in Germany, was collected by Thomas R. Brendle
and William S, Troxell from Mrs. Jane Reitz of Northumberland
County im 1938. -

"Ae A, A, d'r Winder der is di"
1. A, A, A, d'r W-inder der is da,

Herbscht tin Sommer'sin vergange;
Un d'r Winder ,angekommen.,.
A, A, A, d'r Winder der is da.

2 .Ie, le, le, geht en reisend Schnee,
Blumme biiehe an di Fenschclerscheiwe;
Mudder un Kinner di Mende reiwe.
Ie, le, Ie, geht en rdisend Schnee.

,.;
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3. Ei, El, Ei, vergiss di Arme nie,
Hot m'r nix sich zu iudecke,
Wird d'r Froscht un Keld arschrecke. .-;

Ei, Ei, Ei, vergiss di Arme nie. .
4 0, 0, 0, was.sin di Kinner so froh,

Wenn-des Grischtkindel duct was bringer
Un di Engel hoch duhn singe.
0, 0, 0, vassin di Kinner so froh.

-5. Eu, Eu, E no weiss ich was ich du--
Grischtkinctel lieben, Grischtkindel loben,
Mit den scheeneh Englen droben,
Eu, Eu, Eu, no weiss ich was ich du.

Notice that this song rhymes all of the vowels in the Pennsylvania
Dutch text. The translation is as follows:

/
I. .A, A, A, winter is here,

Auuarnn and summer are gone:
Whiter has come.
A, A, A, winter is here.

2. E, E, E, a cutting snow is falling,
Flowerlike frost is on the windowpanes;
Mother and. children are rubbing their hands.

-E, E. E, a cutting snow is,falling.
3. I, I, I, don't forget the poor,

Those who have no shelter
Will be scared by frost and cold.
I, I, I, don't forget the poor.

4. C, 0, 0, the children are happy,
As the Christ Child is bringing gifts;
And the angels on high are singing.
f"). 0, 0, the children are happy.

5. U, t, U, I know what I shall do.
Love the ChristChild....p_ralse the Christ Child,
Elen as the angels do on high. -
U, U, I know what I shall do.

Hundredj of new songs were composed in America on patterns
brought from the Old World. Many American ballads, written in a
detailed journalistic style which seems to have come from the British
broadside press, dealt with contemporary events. One of these, which
still thrives in tradition, is "James Bird." Bird was born in Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania, in 1785. He marched with the Kingston Volun
teers jhrgugh Sullivan County to join Perry, and, according to Ameri.
caState Papers,....Varal Affairs, Volume I, pages 296 and 567, he was
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"severely" wounded in the Battle of Lake Erie, September 10, 1813.
His share of "prize money" was received by his father on., January 10,
1815. The court martial proceedings in the National Archives indicate
that James Bird was tried on September 12, 1814, on the chats of
desertion, specificall) "that on the evening of the 4_th of June 1814
-whilst in charge of a guard, a't the Naval Store House in Erie, for the
protection of the public property deposited there, he did shamefully
desert his post." He'pleaded guilty, the court unanimously sentenced
him to death.`' President Madison approved the sentence on October
22. 1814, and on November II, 1814, he was executed on board the
Niagara. the ship on which he had valiantly fought.

"James Bird"
I: Ye sons of freedom, listen to me,

And ye daughters, too, give ear;
You a sad and Mournful story
As ever was told shall hear.

2. Hull you know his troops surrendered,
And defenseless left the'west,
Our forces quick assembled
The invaders to resist.

3. Tender were the words of parting;
Mothers wrung,the.ir hands and cried:
Maidens wept their swains in secret,
Fathers strove their tears to hide.

4. With the troops that- marched to Erie
To protect our West frontiers-7.
Captain Thomas the commander
Were our Kingston Volunteers.

5. There was one among our number r
Tall and graceful in his, mien,
Firm his step, his look undaunted,
Scarce a nobler youth was seen.

6. One sweet kiss he snatched from Mary,
Crived his mother's prayer once more,
Pressed his father's hand and left them

/ For Lake Erie's distant' shore.
7. Mary, tried to say "Farewell, James,"

Waved her hand but nothing. spoke;
"Goodby. Bird, may heaven protect ybu."
From the rest at parting broke.
Soon they came where gallant Perry
Had assembled all his. eet:
There the gallant Bird enlisted,

., Hoping soon the foe to meet.
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9. Wh is the Bird ?' The battle rages;
Is c in the fight or no?
No . the cannons roar tremendous;
Dare he meet the hostile foe?

10. See behold him there with Perry.
In the selfsame ship they fight;
Though his messinates fall arotInd* him,
Nothing can his sotil affright.

11. But, behold, a ball has struck him:.
'Ste she crimson current flow. -
"Leave the deck", exclaimed brave Perry,
"No", cried Bird, "I will not go.

12. Here on deck I took my station,
Neer will Bird his Colors fly;
I'll stand by you, noble captain,
Till we conquer or we die." '

13. Still he fought, all faint and Lleeding,
Till the stars and stripes arose).
Victory having crowned our efforts
All triumphant o'er our foes.

14. Then did Bird receive a pension?
Was he to his. friends restored?

.
No. Nor )o his bosom clasped be
The, sweet maid-his heart adored.

15. But there calve most dismal tidings
From Lake Erie's distant shore.
Better. far. if Bird had perished
'Midst the battle's awful roar.

16. "Dearestparents,' read the letter,
"This will bring sad news to you,
Do not mourn your first beloved,
Though this brings his last adieu.

17. 'Read this letter, brother, sister,
'Tis the fast you'll have from me.

"I must suffer for deserting
From the brig N.aitam."

18. Sad and gloomy wfs the morning
Bird was ordered An to die;,*
Where's the br ,st not dead to piti,
But for him would heave a sigh?

19. _See him march and bear his fetters--Hark therlank upon his ear;
But his step is firm and manly,
For his heart ne'er harbors fear.

20 Oh, he fought so brave at Erie,
Freely bled and nobly dared;
Let his courage plead for mercy,
Let his precious life he spared.
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21. See he kneels upon his coffin,
Sure his death can do no good.
Spare him. Hark! 0 God, they've shot him;
See his bosom stream with blood.

22. Farewell Bird, farewell forever. '
Home and friends, see ntS more.
And your mangled corpse lies buried
On Lake Erie's distant shore.

The composer of "James Bird," one Charles Nfiner, was sympathetic
to Bird, perhaps because ,he was a Federalist newspaper editor and
felt the affair would be a good tool with which to attack the Madison
administration. The historian Benson J. Lossing, who travelled'

. around the country gathering material for his Field Book of the War
of 1812 (1868) , wrote of Bird, "It was thought by some that his par-
don, under the circumstances, might not have been detrimental to
the public good.r Lossing also describes the "doleful ba9ad" as being

" "very popular throughout the country, drawing tears from unrefined
and sensitive listeners." Tradition has defended Bird and many
legends attempting to explain his desertion have sprung up. Some
say that he deserted to go fight with Jackson at New Orleans ana was
arrested as he was about to embark at Pittsburgh. Another legend states
that after he deserted he worked for a man who turned him in for a
reward. Others say that he was given a leave of.absence by his com-
manding officer so that he d'idd visit his betrothed. When he re-
turned, the officer who had granted the leave was on duty elsewhere,
so Bird was accused, tried, and convicted of desertios. The story goes,
that the officer rode three horses to death trying to Teach the Niagara
before Bird was shot. It is also said that Perry rode on horseback
from Buffalo and arrived just as the fatal volley was fired.

"A Mountaineer's Courtship," the humorous song which follows,'
sounds as if it were a product of the frontier; yet, it was known in
eighteenth century England and folklorists are still finding ,it there.
'A version collected in England in 1908,began:

0 when shall,us be married
To my old dear Nickety Nod
I think on Sunday morning
And won't it be wonderful good

In the United States it seems to be most common in the South and
West. Although' in the usual American version it is dear old Buffalo
Boy rather than dear old reckless boy who does the casual courting,
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the version from Pennsylvania is typical of those found on this sideof the Atlantic.

"A Afountgineer's Courtship"

"Oh when (are) you coming to see me, to see me, to

het` me, My dear old reckless boy ?" expect I'll come next

Sun - day, next Sun-day, next Sun-day, If cold weather is good."

2. "Oh how long do you think you will court me, court me,court me,
Oh how long do you think you will court nie,
Nfy dear old reckless boy?"
"I expect I will court you all night, all night, all night,
I expect I will court you all night,
If cold weather is good."

3. "Oh when db you think we will marry, we will marry,
we will marry,

Oh when do you think we will marry,
My dear old reckless boy?
"I expect we'll marry in a week, in a week, in a week,
If cold weather is good.". "Oh what are you going to ride to the wedding in, the

wedding in, the wedding in,
Nfy dear old reckless boy?"

;41. expect I will ride my tog sled, my log sled, my log sled,
I expect I will ride my, log sled,
If cold weather is good."

"). "Who are you -gotng to bring to the wedding in, the
wedding in, die wedding in,

011 ti ho are you going to bring to. the wedding in,
My clear old reckless boy?"
"I expect I'll bring\ mY children, my children, my

children,
Oh I expect I'll brie ,my children, s
If cold weather is good.''
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- 6. "Well, I didn't know you had any children, any children,
any children,

Well, I didn't know you had any children,
, My dear old reckless boy." - -

"Oh yes, I have six children, six children, six children,
Oh yes, I lfave six children, pies, Jake, Jim, Jo les, Sally

and the baby."
Pennsylvania's occupational groups have been rich in traditional

songs which reflect their way of life. One such song is "Colley's Rrn
1.0", a lumberjack song collected in 1901 from Leary Miller in Clinton.
County. "Colley's Run 1.0" or "The Jolly Lumbermen" is a Penn-
sylvania variant of the song "Canaday1.0" which may have been_
written in Maine in 1854, and .which was popular in the Maine lum-
bercamps. The song was known in the Michigan lumberwoods as
"Michigan I.0" and on the western plains it was reworked into "The
Buffalo Skinners."

"The Jolly Lumbermen"
1. Come all you jolly lumberinen,

And listen to my song,
But do not get uneasy,
For I won't detain you long.
Concerning some jolly lumbermen
Who once agreed to go
And spend a winter recently
On .Co lley's Run, ioh!

2. We landed in Lock Haven,
.' The year of seventy.three.

A minister of the gospel
One evening said to me,
Are you the party of lumbermin
That once weed -to, go
And spend a winter pleasantly
On Colley's Run, ioh?

3. Oh yes, we'll go Co Colley's Run,
.To that we will agree,
Provided you pay good wages,
Our passage to and fro,
Then we'll agree to accompany yoti
To Colley's Run, iohl

4. Oh yes, we'll pay good wages.
Your passage to and fro,
Provided you will sign papers
To. stay the winter through.
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But, mind you, if you get homesick,
And back you swear you'll go,
You'll have to pay your own passage down
From Colley's Run, i-oh!

5. 'Twas by that 'tame agreement
That we agreed to go
Full five and twenty, in numher,
All able-bodied men.

6. The road it was a pleasant' one;
By train we had to go;
Till we land&l at NIcFarlAg's tavern,
Full seventeen miles below.
But there our joys were ended,
Our troubles they began;
The Captain and Foreman
Came following up the Run.

7. They led us in every direction,
Through some places I did riot, know,
Among the pines which grew so tall
On Colley's Run, i-oh!

8. Our hearts were clad with iron,
Our-soles where shod with steel,
But the usagek, of that winter
Would s4rcely make a shield.

9. For, our grub the dogs would laugh at,
And our beds were wet with snow;
Copt grant there is no worse hell on earth
Than Colley's Run, ioh!

10. But now the. spring has come again,
And the ice-bound streams are free;
We'll float our logs to Williamsport,
Our fri.nds we'll haste to see. ,

11. Our sweethearts they will welcome- us,
And bid others not to go
To that God-forsaken gehooley of a'place
Of Colley's Run, i-oh!

The coal miners, too, had a strong tradition of folksong; these songs.
have been carefully collected and studied by George G. Kerson. Many
of the miners' songs he found dealt with the hard times and disasters
which were a part of the dial industry. But many of the miners loved
their r ork and fiddle tunes and numerous ditties were also a part
of thei tradition. Two 1,4riants of one short song which Korson.col-
lected f orn the Hill family of the Schuylkill County hills in the 1930's
follow:
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A. My sweetheart's the mule in the mines,
I drive her without any lines,
On the bumper I stand,
With my whip in my hand
My sweetheart's the mule in the mines.

B. 1(fy sweetheart's the mule in the mines.
I drive her without any lines,
Oa the Bumper I Sit, .

I chew and I spit
All over my sweetheart's behind.

About the turn of the century PennsylVanta's industries attracted
many iminigrants,. They brought folksongs from the old country
and here they composed new ones about their experiences. The fol-

loV;ing song was composed in Slovakian by a steel,worker, Andrew
Kovaly, after he saw a friend killed under an ingot buggy. He sang
the song for the widow of. his frienclwho arrived in Ainerica shortly
after the accident. It was collected from Mr. Kovaly in McKeesport in
1947.

"Odpostiilam v Ameyickej pOde"

(I Lie in the American Land)
1. El BoYemoj cote] Arneriki!

Idze doirej,nizrvort preveliki,
Ija pojdzem, sak som mladivenre.
Dami Panboh tarn dajake scesce.
Jare vracim kecme riezabije,
lem ti'clekaj odomXemovinu.
Zak of dome novinu dostand
lick° sebe doporiatku,prineos
sarnaYedneT navraneho
atak pridzes draha drita moja.

3. Ajak vona do McKeesport prisvla,
to ulfmuYa zivoho nenaila;
tern totu krev co znoho kapkala
atak nadnu, preirslo plakala.

4. "Ej muYumoj co zesi
zest tote dzeci osirocil!". v"Po= zeno mojej sirace,
v . .
zeia tevz:m utej Arnerice;
povicYeno najme neYekajr4
boja le`tim v Americkim kraju."

1. Ah, my God, what's in America?
Very many' people are going over there. /
I will also go, for I am still young;
God, the Lord, grant me good luck there.
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2. return if I don't get killed
But you wait for news from me.
When you hear from me
Put everything in order,
Mount a raven-black hone,
And come to Me, dear soul of mine.

3. But when she came to McKeesport,
She did not find her husband alive;
Only his blood did she find
And over it bitterly she cried.

4. "Ah, my husband, what did you do,
Orphaned these children, of ours?"
"To these orphans of mine, my wife, say
That I lie in America.
Tell them, wife of mine, not to wait for me,'
For I lie in the American land."

All of the early groups brought religious folksongs with them to
Pentsylvania. Most of the early religious songs were lost anditplaced
during the nineteenth century revivalistic movements, but the spiri
tuals which arose during those movements have beconte absorbed
into thefolk tradition of many parts of America, especially the South.
These nineteenth century sacred songs are still to be found' in the
southernoriented areas of Pennsylvania and its German sections.
Typical of the Pennsylvania Dutch spirituals is:

"De Tseit Kotst

De tseit kost immer op,
De tseit .kost immer op,
De tseit, de tseit

Kotst immer op.
Nuch Nei Yaroosalern,
Nuch Nei Yaroosalern,
Nuch Nei, Nuch Nei

Yarciosalem.
Gutt viskt de traina op,
Gutt vislit de traina op,
Gutt visht, Gutt visht

De traina op
(translation)

My time is growing short.
My time is growing short.
My ti.ae, My time

Is growing short.
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To New Jerusalem
To New Jerusalem
To New, To New

Jerusalem
God takes our tears away
God takes our tears away
God takes, God takes

Our tears away.

GANtr_s

When a fiddler could not be found or where fiddling was prOhibited
by religious belief, play parties-,took the place of dancing. In a play
party, a song, often giving ditect:ons, was sung by the dancers. One
of the most common of these, known throughout Pennsylvania, in
other parts of America and in Ireland. is this one from Butler County
tradition. It was remembered by Lily Bell Dietrick in 1944:,

"King William"

1., King William was King James's son,
And from a royal race he sprung;
He tomte_A....Aar upon his breast,
A-pointing to the East an0. West.

2. Go choose your east, go choose your west,
Go choose the one that you love best.
If she's not here to take your part,
Go choose another with all your heart.

3. Down on this carpet you 'must kneel,
As surf as grass grows in the field;
Salute your bride and kiss her swee
And now you may rise upon your feet.

r The game began with a circle of young people holding hands; one
v boy was in the center of the ring. On.the first two lines of the song

the circle walked to the left; on the second; two lines they walked to the
right. During the second stanza the boy chose a girl, During the
third stanza he took her to the center of the circle, knelt down, and

'then stood up and kissed her.
A game played by Quaker children in New England, Ohio, and

Michigan, as «ell as Pennsylvania, includes this rhyming dialogue:

Q: QUaker, Quaker how is thee?
A: Very well, thank thee.
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\Q: Flow's thy neighbor next to thee?
.,A: I don't know, but I'll go_seel

It was apparently played in several ways; one description follows:
"We would sit (or stand) in a circle, and as each player turned to
his neighbpr to repeat the question, some of his lysdy was put in
Motion. Perhaps he would shake his head. The next/player then re-
peated the question, shook his head, ,and also add d another move-
ment, such as waving an arm or swinging a foo . This continued/around the circle until those at the end were shaking every part of
the body, or else all had already dissolved int7shrieks of laughter!" \,...

The rhymes children use to accompany ball ouncing or rope jump-
ing are remarkably widespread. This jump-rope rhyme, collected
from. Negro- girls in Philadelphia alium 1959, is a version of a rhyme

/ known throughout the United States and /Britain; it seem to date back
'to a Scottish Jacobite song of 17.1.f4 whith dealt with Bonnie Prince
Charlie:

1

Johnny on the Ocean
Johnny on the sea
Johnny broke a cup
And blame it on me

,I told mama
'Mama told Papa
And Johnny got halraha/

The countingout rhymes children use for choosing sides are similarly
widespread and remarkably old. Frequently they involve numbers or
nonsense syllables which appear to be a distortion of numbers as in
this Pennsylvania German rhyme:

Eens, zwei, drei
Hicke, hocke, het
Zucker, of de/ Brei
Peffer of der' Speck
Hdluie gelVaweg
Oder ich schlaf dick in der' Dreck.

Thew. are Many games accompanied by rhymes which older. people
play with yOung children. One type, which may be related to count-
ing out, is that in which the child's fingers or toes are counted while
a jingle is recited. Mrs. Grorge'T. Moore, of Tunkhannock, reme
bered the following pairin Nile, 1967; she learned them from "an
old lady up in the country."
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to count the toes:1 Lift le ped,
Penny ute,
Uta wistle,
MIK le a hostle,
Tbm Bumbo.

to count the fingers: Thittnbo greai,
Lick pot sweet,
Long man ling,
Little man king,
jack-ndir ty.

Not all traditional ,cildren's games are accompanied by a song or
rhyme: many, like the numerous variations on tag, include only
physical activity. Others have set verbal patterns which make 'the
games into tiny simple plays. Early in 1967, Gloria Burkholder, a ten -
year-old from York County with Pennsylvania German background,
ryas observd teaching the game "Fox and Chickens" to two smaller
children. "Fox" stood at a cement walk which led from the house
to the barn; the "Chickens" stood at a wire fence twenty feet away.
The Chicker?s held hands and walked slowly, cautiously, toward Fox
saying, "What time is it Mr. Fox?"; Fox would answer, "Six o'clock,"
or some other time; there was no pattern to Fox's answers. When the
chickens were three or four feet from FoX, he would answer, "Mid-
night" and the chickens lvottld attempt to scramble back to the fence:----
The chickens who were', caught were made Fox's "helpers." The
last chicken caught was. Fox for the next,game. This game is one of
a large familvihasing games, which deal with a witch and children,.
fox and geese, or a hawk; and hens, found throughout Europe and
America. Exactly this game was collected* England in the nine-
teenth century, and recently in New York State where it was called
"Fox and Lambs."

Some games which have no verbal formulas do have a specialized
vocabulary, intricate traditional rules and home-made equipment or
diagrams; hop scotch, which can be\ found in any modern to n and

t. was played by the children of ancient Rome, is the most obvious
example of such a game. A popular igame with Negro boys in Phila-
delphia is "deadblock" which has veky complex rules but essentially
consists of pitching a bottle cap from block to block in numerical
sequence. A deadblock copied from aside street in West Philadelphia
in 1967 is reproduced ere:
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FE.T
Fig. 2. Dead block Diagram.
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The entire 6iagram is called the "deadblock;" the central square is
called "the dead man;" the blocks are named with the number pluS
"zies," so that the block numbered eleven is "elevenzies."

Some oral forms serve as games in themselves. Rhymes are often
rapidly repeated, changed, and added to by children in little groups.
Tongue twisters are used as humorous verbal tests, not only among
children, but also by college students and frequenters of bars; some
examples from central Pennsylvania college students are _these:

Sam Slick sawed six slim slippery sticks.
The fly and the flea that flew through a flaw in the flue.
When a twister, awisting
Doth twist him a twist,
For the twisting of his twist
Three times he cloth! twist;
But if one of the twists
Of his twists cloth untwist,
The twist that untwisted
Untwisteth the twist.

Riontrs

Traditional 'riddles are today most commonly found among chil-
dren. Formerly, riddles were a source of adult entertainment and many
are remembered by older people. Some. of the folk riddles which
have been collected in Pennsylvaniz are these:.

Beyond the mountain is a ,stag;
The more you !noot. the more you may,
For you cannot drive that stag away.

Answer: The sun.
What's blacker than a crow?

Answer: His feathers.
It goes round the house, round the house and peeps in at

the key hole.
Answer: The wind.

Black I am, but much admired:
Men seek ine until they're tired:
I tire mules, but comfort man,
Tell this riddle, if you can.

Answer: Coal.

Why is a bald man's head like Heaven?
Answer: There's no parting there,

A4etousefull, a yardfuil, you can't catch a jugfull.
Answer: Smoke.
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What goes over the hills all day and sits in the cupboard at
night?

Answer: Milk.
"What goes down coughing and comes up crying?,

Answer: A bucket being lowered in a well.
If the } apa bull eats three bales of hay and the baby bull

eats one bale of hay, how many bales would the ma a bull
eat? \

AnsWer: There's no such thing as a mama bul
A .dog in the woods but can't bark.

Answer: Dogwood tree.

Answer: Table.
What has four legs but can't walk?

\
Miss Nancy dreAed in white, the longer she sits, the shor\er

she grows. - .4-
\Answer: A candle.

The man who made it didn't use it; the man who bought it
didn't want it; the man who got it didn't know it.

Answer: Coffin. ,

Mrs. Black went in black and left white.
Answer: Black hen laid a white egg.

Up and down and never touches sky or ground.
AnsWer; Pump handle.

What has four stiffstanders, four diddle ani del's, two.hookers,
two lookers and a switchabout.

Answer: Cow.

hill:ECU AND PROVERDS

In the conversation of any individual, examples\of folk speech may
be found. People whose life ways are oriented to tradition, however,
are more apt to include folk elements in their speech than peopleyho
are highly educated and oriented to change. Folk, speech) includes
undetstatement, repetition, personification, prOverhs1 concreteness
rather than generalitation, specialised vocabulary often drawn from
occupational pursuits, and consistent grammatical usages which sound
foreign to can dulled bs the dictionary and grammar lesson. Note
these characteristics in this local legend:

Q. Mr. Lee, what's the name, of this apple?
A. The old folks around here always called that a Micah

apple, a Micah apple, I don't rightly know how you spell
her, but she's a good eatin' apple, she's sure a good eatin'
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apple, sweet as the lickin' in a sap pan. This is about ihe
only tree around; some feller over Wellsboro way he had coie.
There's a story about this here apple. I've heard my graria-
mam tell it ,many" times. There wa,i this Jew feller, Jew
peddler, he was, come around every year, peddling thread
and needle's and cloth, and pans, just about everything, he
had,. He tame to this house just off the road, off the road
about -three ,fiops of a rabbit, but you couldn't see it, because
of the big orchard around it, this apple orchard' was.between
it and the road. This peddler, he sold the woman there some
pots and calicoes and she let him sleep in the barn, leastwise
nobody ever saw him again. Men came looking for him but all
they could find out was that he had slept there andgone the
next morning. .7

Now ,the apples 'in that orchard were snow apples, you
know, all the apples on her were streaked with redred like
blood. Every apple on the whole tree had these blood streaks.

Q. What about: the apples on the other trees?
A. The /est were regular snow appleswhite. People

came to look at that tree. The Sheriff, he got t thinking and,
he came and dug around that tree and there was the peddler
dead, dead. They'd killed him and buried him there.
And always of er that tree had them appes streaked with
blood. This p ddler was named Micah and so they called
these apples Micah apples and they have ever since. That
just shows you murder will out.

Under "proverb'. fall several kinds of traditional sayings. One type
of proverb is the apothegm, the frequently repeated truism, sucSos
these from Pennsylvania:

Man proposes. but God disposes
Boys will he boys /
Easier said than dont-
No tool like an old tool
TIntv things drip e a man out of his house; a smoking chilli,

lie), a betting chikl, and a scolding ,vife. -

Pennsylvania German examples include:

'S is net alle dak feierdak -

Not every day is a holiday , k
,..

Gidii. is gidu
Done is done

The metaphorical proverb is often used, as a direction with didactic
intent, and to encapsulate a situation.
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The pot calts,the kettle black
Don't put all your eggs in one basket
Make hay while the sun shines
Don't change horses in midstream
A rooster is brave in his own farmyard
Don't kill the goose that lays the golden eggsIt never rains>but it pours
A new broom sweeps clean
He must have a long spoon who will' eat with the devil

Included as proverbi arc phrases used during special situatibns,things like greetings and responses to .questions; examples include"
these Yiddish proverbs from the _Russiah-Jewish tradition of IrwinRichman of Harrisburg..

Ein gesunt in pipik
A happiness in youroavel (bless you)
Hock meir nicht kein cheinik
Don't bang a kettle at me (leave me alone)

Gae cavey driken
Gd drink coffee (get lost)
Macy du geshvulen varen
May you swell up (a curse)
Poo, pot>. A leir'a begis aig zult dier nicht shocten.
No one should throw an evil eye on you. (This is the tradi-tional response of sionteone who is told cE some goodfortune.) , .

Descriptions of events and people are traditionally embelligga---
with proverbial comparisons like these from Pennsylvatiii't:

as big as a barn
nutty as a fruitcake
as tight as the bark on a birch tree
as fine as bumblebee feathers
as :051ack as a crow
as broke as the ten commandments

:so ugly her face would -stop a clock
dry as a bone
as crooked as a barrel of snakes

. The Pennsylvania German proverbial xcomparisons are remarkably
similar to those of Pennsylvanians of British and Irish background;
often they are exactly the same:

SO druke as scheth
As dry as dust,
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flink -wi en aer of glatteis
As nimble as a boar in an ice storm

So grM as 'n schnUr
straight as a line

'R henkt an em wi cn glet
.fie clings like a burr

Schwaerz as 'n grab
Black as a crow

'R buns, wrn sau'sbdrummel schpile
He can (16 a thing as well as a pig can play a jew's harp

A special variety of proverb is the wellen in which the proverbial
statement is repeated as a quotation which-puts it into context. The
father of Maurice A. Took, Professor of Anthropology at Pennsyl-
vania State IThiversity, used to say, "'I see,' said the blindman, 'I see
plainly,'" when shown something obvious he had- neglected to notice,
or when liC" felt he was being slow in understanding a statement
m ade in casual conversation:- From the extensive Cumberland County
collections of .Mac E. harrick comes this one:

"Everybody to his.own taste," said the farrOr as he kissed the
cow.

....

Pennsylvania G'erman wellerism is:
"Gras gegrisch um wenich woll," not d'r Eireschpigel gsat

wi'r di sau gschore hot.
.?"Great ay and little wool," quoth Eulengpiegel, when he

' shore the sow,

T!:e same wellerism is known to people of Scotch-Irish ancestry in
the central part of the state:

.1"Much squeal and less wool," said the diel [Devil] after he
had sheared his hogs.

Many provetbs are actually traditional statements of belief, though
often that belief survives only as a piece of humor.

'Cold hands, warm bean.

Girls with fat cheeks have hearts like' flint.,

Di Med de dike. bake.
Hen haerzer wi di wake. [Pennsylvania German]
Girls with fat cheeks have. hearts like quartz.
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Whiskey on beer,
Never fear;
Beer nn whiskey,
Rather risky...

When the wind is in the east,
That's the Mme they (the fish] bite the least.

BELIEFS

Some of the beliefs which have been held by Pennsylvanians are
these:

Give a child several teaspoonsful of its own baptismal water
to make it bright. /

A child must receive its first nursing at the right breast so
that it will not become left-handed.

If a girl gets her stomach wet whip washing the dishes, she
will marry a drunk.

Wear out your Wedding gariiients quickly and you will be
wealthy.

Should one transplant parsley plants from a neighbor's garden
to'his own, that person's death will follow.

The whining of a clog beneath a window is an omen of death.
If yikusleep in the moonlight. you'll go crazy, especially when

the qtoon is full.
Chickens hatched Am eggs laid on Good Friday will be
'speckled. .

Kill a barnswallow and the cows will give bloody milk.
Never plant cucumbers in Pisces.
Cucumbers and radishes planted in Pisces will grow to good

length.
Corn should be' planted during the new -moon wl4n the sign

is in the head, sb that all will go to ear.
Build fence% when the horns of the moon are turned down.
Ale!) your house backwards on Abdon's Day (July 29 or 30)

exterminate vermin.
Fasten a sprig of St.. John's wort to the door to keep out

witches or flies.
- Always spit on the bait before casting.
If a shotgun does not hit hard enough, pour rabbit blood

down the barrel.
If the chickens are quiet, a storm is coming.
A dark breastbone in a goose indicates a hard winter to come.
Kill a snake and hang it on the fence and you'll be sure of

rain in three days.
Morning showers and old women's dancing do not last long.
Thunderstorms on Ascension Day bring bad luck.
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Folklorists customarily report beliefs in an "if ... then .. ." short-
hand form, but beliefs do not necessarily fit into neat oral patterns,
and it would be best to report them in the verbal and, human con-
texts in which they are found. On the last Friday in May, 1967, two
middle-aged York County farmers, both raised as members of plain
sects, were mowing the grass on adjoining fauns. The day, like, the
rest of the spring, had been cool and rainy. Jacob left the job in
the hands of his ,teen-age sons and walked to the mad where Lyman
was standing and said, "Well, this is how the weather'll be in June."
Lyman replied, "Yes, the last Friday controls the next month, they
say." Jacob nodded and both squinted up at the gray sky. Lyman,
his head still cocked back, noted, "But, they say all signs fail in dry
weather." He paused, smiled, and went on, "But this ain't dry
weather." J

A Greek restaurateur flour western Pennsy Is ania remembered this
belief from the old country: "In my country when someltody stands
on the street and say, 'Good Mottling; without ye have a wash on his
face, everybody think he's a had luck."

Miners felt that it was a bad omen if the rats which normally
scurried" about the mine woe suddenly absent, if a red headed
woman were met on the was to work, or if a woman went to the mines.

Negroes in Pittsburgh in the 1930's retained some elements of the
voodoo of the Deep South, Some belies ed that one could proteCt
oneself from intended harm in this manner:

sit midnight sprinkle salt and red pepper 'in three equal .
amounts into the coal flue. Each -time you say,.'in the name
of the Father, Son and Holy ghost,' and you name the
person.

Many of the traditional beliefs are medicinal:

In the spring of the year when you hear the first whippoorwill,
lie down and toll, and you won't have any pain in your
back all year.

'Sulphur and molasses rolled in powdered sugar balls is a gooil
spring tonic because it thins the blood. Sassafrass tea also
Altifies the blood; it should be drunk for two weeks in
the spring.

Lard and turpentine will keep off blood poisoning from a
nail wound. The salve should be rubbed on the nail and
the wound.

Polecat fat boiled until it becomes liquid is the best remedy
for croup. Take a teaspoonful before going to bed.

ti
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To get rid of warts rub the wart With a snail. As the snail
dries up lhe wart will also dry up and drop off.

Tic a red thread around a wart and leave it for threfi,days,
then bury the string and the wart will disappea?!

A horse hair drawn across the nose will stop a nosebleed.
To keep a baby from going blind bathe the eyes in warm milk

from the mother's breast.
Live fish worms used as a poultice will draw a boil.
Red pepper in the shoes will keep off chills. tt.

The old Indian cure f)racticed in Pennsylvania fdr itch or
skin rash was ant egg salve.

Washing the face with a baby's wet diaper will 'cure" freckles.
For yellow jaundice catch nine Ike from someone's head and

eat them.

Remedies such as these were known to most people. Some cures,
however, were the pope: ty of a special person, usually a woman,
who was called upon at times of need. The Pennsylvania Germans
knew their wise woman as "a pow wow woman"; Russian miners in
Pennsylvania called their wise women Znaharkhi.

The Italians in Northampton County brought their belieNn the
evil eye front the Mediten ;mean. If aiperson were sick, a test was
performed a wise person to determine if the sickness were caused
by the evil eye cast by a jealous person, by a person born on Christmas,
Eve, or one who turned his back on the Wilted host. Pieces of
cotton were dropped into a mixture of olive oil and water; if the
cotton spread out the marucchm was present. The person sick with
the evil eye was cured with traditional prayers and the sign of the
cross made in the air with a ktlife.

Cranny Mitchell, who lived near Honesville, was the wise woman
of a Cornish settlement in northeastern Pennsylvania. She would
tie a. thread around a sprain while saying this charm:

Our Lord rode
His foal's foot shade (slid, i.e., slipped]
Down- He lighted
His foal's foot righted
Bone to bone
Sinew to sinew
Blood to blood
Flesh to flesh
Heal, in the name of the Father, the Son, and-Holy Ghost.

Amen.
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CUSTOMS

American folkloristic studies have concentrated on expressive and
formal traditions, such as folksong, and much remains to be done.in
the area of folk customs. A wealth of material regarding customs
exists in reminiscences, travel accounts, and the memories of older
people. Folk customs include practices like nailing birds- of prey
hawks, for instance, crows, or jaysyith outstretched wings to the
barn's gable or the side of a shed, or hanging them from a pole at
the periphery of a field to warn others of their kind to stay away; this
is still done in Fayette County, throughout the southern United States,
and in parts of England.

.

Corn husking bees were a happy feature of the old days. Excitement
and laughter followed the finding of a red ear of czt:11:bythat entitled
the finder to kiss any girl he cared toa folk cus und very com-

an ther couple. Husking bees held in the barn were fancier affairs

monly throughout thp eastern United States. In the Blue Mountain
region, after the husking was finished, a party would be held in

"t e floor" danced out the set, after which their places were taken'
eld. The fiddler would sit on a stump while the couple win.

with dr orations and more elaborate dances like the reels. The tunes
the fiddlers played were like those on this manuscript (Fig. 3) which
comes from ninetenth century York County and was donated to the
Ethnic Citliure Survey Collection by Mrs. Paul Wagner of Mechanics-
burg. ;

Many customs are associated with the major events of a human
life. The Irish in Pennsylvania's coal mining communities continued
to practice their tradition of the wakecomplete, it seems, to thik,
keener,, An old woman who was paid to lament beside the corpse!
Italian immigrants to South Philadelphia brought with them the Old
World tratition of the console, though it died out in the generation
born in America. After death the corpse was kept in the house and
it was the Italian custom that no cooking, other than the making of
coffee, could take place in the house in which a corpse lay. So, the
relatives and friends of the family cooked the console, the consolation
dinner, at home and brought it to the house of the deceased. '

Among the most significant of folk customs are those associated
with special annual seasons or days. Philadelphians in the past went
from house to house on Christmas eve presenting a short play which
was a survival of the British tradition of mumming the folk plays
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known in Elizabethan times and performed rarely to the present in
some parts of Engiand and Ireland. The old English play of St. George
and the Dragon was still performed in Philadelphia about 1830,
though St. George had become George Washington and the dragon
Beelzebub. The latter entered the,house, like his English antecedent,
with a stiff rhyme:

Here comes I, old Beelzebub,
On my shoulder I carry a 4ub,
In my hand a dripping IA.

,Don't you think I'm a jolly old man?

In Pittsburgh and southwestern Pennsylvania, Christmas was cele-
brated, as it is in much of the South, with firecrackers. The New Year
was noisily greeted, too, for in Pennsylvania German communities
the men went out after midnight firing pistols and old muskets. At
each home they would call on the householder, sing a hymn, and
recite a New Ypr's wish in German. After this they were invited in
for food and drinks. Similar folk customs were known in Germany
and England, and are still practiced in parts of western Virginia and
Not thi. Carolina.

Italians in Northampton County celebrated carnevale before Lent,
as do people of French background in Louisiana and people of Span-
ish background in Latin America. They went from house to house
with a musical band; the older men dressed like women and carried
a cradle and a doll.

Many ethnic groups have special days with which they are identified.
In New Castle, an industrial city in Lawrence County, the immigrants
who afrived about the turn of the century celebrated a number of
special days in the 1930's. On Christmas, Carpathian Russian chil-
dren went about singing carols and dramatizing the scene of the first
C ntmas, They dressed as shepherds and angels and carried with
th a JaIrlichwe, a small replica of a church with a picture of a
mu nger on it. At the houses where they stopped they were given
cot s and sweets. The Slovakians, like the Poles, carried a basket of
food to church on the day before Easter to be blessed by the priest.!
The basket contained I:olachi (Easter bread) , homemade sausage,
baked ham, cooked bacon, hard boiled eggs painted in bright Old
World colors, and Circe (a mixture of eggs and milk 'cooked slowlyand
drained over night); the basket was covered with a special embroidered
cloth; its contents wer ot eaten until Easter Sunday. The Ttaliansn
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New Castle celebrated August 15,,the anniversary of the founding of
the-Casa Savoia society and the laying of the cornerstone of the church
of ,St. Vitus; the celebration included. a parade, fireworks, and the
games of baccia and alarm. Those of Hungarian heritage celebrated
March 15. the anniversary of the da) in the yea 1000 that St. Stephen
converted ,the Hungarians to Christianity. On the first day of March,
St. David's day, Welshmen wore the daffodil, the Welsh national
flower. And the English who carne horn the BirminghamManchester
area continued to celebrate Guy Fawkes day.

MATERIAL CULTURE

Most of the material culture ,of the later immigrant. groups was
lost in crossing the Atlantic, but some Old World material traditions
do persistespecially cookery. People of Polish, heritage continue
to make golalski (cabbage leaves stuffed with rice, fish and meat,
then boiled) , barszc (a beet and sour cream soup) , and pierogi (a
pastry roll stuffed with potatoes and chopped meat) . Similar to the
Polish pierogi is the Ukrainian pirohu and the Slovakian pierogi or
pirohi.. The Slovakian pieroge, sniffed with chopped meats, potatoes
andschmerkase, are smaller than those made by the Polish women.
The Slovakian cooks make extensive use of cabbage and meat, and
often make nis Kasa s Afelkom, a dish of rice and milk, West Irish
immigrants in Mercer County could make a meal (much to the
amazement of their Italian-American neighbors) of potatoes, peeled,
boiled with salt, broken up in a bowl and submerged in milk.

The immigrants who tame to western Pennsylvania from southern
and central' Finland built bath houses like those they had known in
their homeland, and like those built by Finnish immigrants in the
Great Lakes area. The sauna was built close to the house; its walls
were tnsulated; and it had shelves on which the bathers sat. Heated
stones were placed in a pile on the floOr; water was thrown over these
to produce steam. The bathers switched each other with bundles of
birch tw* s to complete the bath treatment.'

The n aerial folk «dture which is still to be found in abundance
through' ut Penns)hania is mostly derived from the traditions brought
by the first wave of immigrants: mainly the English, ScotchIrish, and
Pennsylvania Germans in the southern and central sections of the
State and people of English-New England background in the North.
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Fig. 4. Plan of a Farm ir*Northern York County.
The dotted lines represent the pattern of movement to and from the wash has&

The well house on rim tom i. pawed in Fig. 6.

One of the outbuildings found on the typical south Pennsylvania
farmespecially in the south-central portion of the State and adjacent
Marylandis the wash house. This small structure is usually locoed
behind the dwelling, a few steps out the back door (Figs. 4, 5); it may
also be attached to the house by a breezeway or built directly onto it
as a sear ell. Typically it has a gable roof a large chimney
built at one gable end. The chimney is usualy of stone with a brick
top, though chimneys built entirely of stone or brick may also be
found. If the building is of masonry, the chimney is generally built
flush within, the gable wall (Fig. 5) ; wooden buildings often have
the chimney built as chimneys were built commonly in England and
rarely in Switzerland) outside of the gable wall (Fig. 6), 'The large
fireplace is usually fitted with wooden doors and placed in it are the

;iron kettles wed in laundering, soap boiling, apple butter boiling,
butchering, and summer cooking.

The wash house may be built of log, brick, stone, or even cinder-
block: most usually it is built of clapboarded frame. It commonly
takes one of two forms: that with the main door in the gable end
opposite the fireplace (Fig. 6), and that with the main door in the
side, in which case it usually also has a built-in porch sheltering that
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Fig.. 6. Frame Trash Douse loth External Chimney.
rhu was located ,onthwest of DWsburg in York County. elf the top is an
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Fig. 8. Wash tiouse and IS'oashed Attached.
Thu is lora .d near .11ermudiarr in Fork County. The wash !louse is to the left;

it is built ,f Jovetailed log covered with vertical boards. The woodshed is frame.

in effect an extension at the &welling. has a framed wooden floor,
whitewashed,plasteied walls and (tiling with dark green woodwork,.

1Vithin this buildh ,,,,qcrniany of'the objects normally used' in
glazed sash, and (lows whiFlywing inward on butt hinges.

Pennsylvania wash houses. li,k the open fireplace are three large iron
kettles (Fig. l0A) . each of wlik-irstands on three feet and follows a
pattern known in Europe sincejanAnt times. Over the woodstove
hangs an tipple butter stirrer with a handle over six feet long allowing
the person who must keep stirring the apple hatter to stand well
away from the fire and, from the sputtering liquid (Fig. 10B) . Along.
the wall opposite the fireplace a meat bench, a 14 yrinch by
13 -foot plank with four splayed legs tenoned into it. Sitting on the
Stave are .a pair of stoneware jugs (Fig. 10C), each marked F. H.
Cowden/Harrisbmg. The Harrisburg city directories list a Frederick
II. Cowden as a manulawirer of stoneware in the ,1870's, 1880's and
1800's. In the loft lies a toiled basketry tray in which bread dough
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Fag. 9. Combined Wash House and flood Shed.
Tht s at located lust u491 l)alisburg in Fork County. Al the top is an externalvine; in the ,enter is.t cum section; at the bottom is the floorplan.
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Fig. 10, tVash House Accoutrements."
A. Iran kettle. B. Apple butter stirrer. C Stoneware jug. D. Coil basketry

tray.

was placed to raise (Fig. 1017)1. Coil basketry was known widely in
Europe; in America it persisted most\trongly among the Pennsyl-
vania Germans,, the Negroes of the Southern Sea Islands, and the
Indians of the Far West.
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-PART III

SUGGESTED READINGS
1,-'This bibliograph,' is 'arranged like theThist sections of the Guide;and like the rest of thp,Guide it is meant to be suggestive rather than

complete.

GUIDES
Once you have digest"d this small Guide, you will want toread Kenneth S. Goldstein's A Guide for Field Workers inFolklore (Hatboro: Folklore Associates, 1964), for more/ detailed suggestions on collecting, and Setin (.5 Suilleabhain,

Handhook-of Irish Folklore (Hatboro: Folklore Associates,
1963, reprint of 1912), for an orderly, comprehensive listing

. of the subjects of folk cultural inquiry.

INTRODUCTIONS AND AIDS
A rattily, available, but outof-date introductoiy volume isAlexander 11. Krappe, The Science of Folklore (New York:W. W. Norton. 1964, reprint of 1929) . A complex but valu-able anthology of essays is Alan Dundes, ed., The Study ofFolklore (Engle*ood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965). MariaLeach, Funk It'agnalls Standard Dietionty of Folklore,Mythology and Legend, 2 volumes, (New York: Funk F.: Wag-nalls, 1919-1950). is very uneven! in qualitysome of the
contributions are excellent, others are poor.

.4.11ERIC.IN FOLKLORE
B. A. Botkin, Treasury of .:1therican Folklore (New York:Crown. 1911, and other editions) is a large volume of as-sorted material, much of it from early publications, muchof it not folklore. Tristram P. Coffin and Ilennig Cohen,
Folklore in Ammica .(Garden City: Doubleday, 1966), is ananthology of genuine folklore drawn from the pages of theMutual of American Folklore. A Not wegian scholar surveysthe American scene with interesting results in Reidar Th.Christiansen, European Folklore in America, Stuclia Nor-vegria No. 12 (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget. 1962). A clear dis-cussion from an historical standpoin: is Richard M. Dorson,Anieric an Folklore 'Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1959) : the sante scholar's Buying the Wind (Chicago: Uni-versity of Chicago Press, 1961) , is a collection of oral tradi-

tions from seven A merit an groups (one of them the
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Pennsylvania Germans); it provides, perhaps, the best.
introduction to American folklore. .

The national periodicals are the Journal of American Folk-
lore, Which has been published since 1888, and Journal of
the Folklore Institute, which has been published since 1964.
A valuable publication of the American Folklore Society is
Abstracts of Folklore Studies, which began in 1963.

*If'' STATE FOLKLORE COLLECTIONS
One of the best ways to obtain a clear view of folklore as it
has developed in America is to read some of the onevolume
works on a Mate's folklore; good examples are: Horace P.
Beck, The Folklore of Maini. (Philadelphia: J. I?. Lippincott,
1957) ; Harold W. Thompson, Body, Boots & Britches [New

'Work State) (New York: Dover. 1962, reprint of 1939); S. J.
Sackett and William E. Koch, Kansas Folklore (Lincoln: Uni-
versity of,Nebraska, 1961) ; and Lyle Saxon, Edward Dreyer,
and Robert Ta Ilant, Gumbo Ya -Ya [Louisiana) (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 19-15). The great American collection is
Newman Ivey White. ed., The Frank C. Brown Collection of
North Carolina Folklore; 7 volumes. (Durham: Duke Univer-
sity, 1952:1964). Thu,' have been two volumes of essays on
Pennsylvania folklore: George Korson, ed., Pennsylvania.
Songs and Legends iBaltimore; Johns Hopkins, 1960, reprint
of 1949) ; and Robert H. Byington and Kenneth S. Goldstein,
Two Penny Ballads and Four Dollar Whiskey (Hatboro:
Pennsylvania Folklore Society and Folklore Associates, 1966) .

Both books are somewhat uneven in the quality of the papers
included; the more recent one is more consistent, as its con-
tributors are"all scholars, but the earlier volume is the more
comprehensive.
There art regular folklore periodicals for the Northeast,
New York, the South. West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
North Carolina, Louisiana, Texas, Ohio, the West and North-
west. In Pennsylvania, there arc currently two quarterlies
devaed to folk culture: 'Pennsylvania Folk*, which grew
outs of The Pennsylvania Dutchman, and has an emphasii
erg the Pennsylvania Germans and an historical approach

folklife; and Keystone Folklore Quarterly, which has in-
, luded much in the way of rewritten legends of little worth,
but which now emphasizes a modern fieldwork approach and
includes material from throughout the Middle Atlantic, re-.
gion. In addition, the annuals of the Pennsylvania German
Society and the Pennsylvania German Folklore Society, which
merged in 1967, have inducted much of folk cultural signifi-
cance, Se.,era voinmes_have_heen, Alexoted_to_the oral Ancli-

-11-Ons of groups within Pennsylvania. An early book on
Pennsylvania Dutch traditions is John Baer Stoudt, The

I
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Folklore of the Pennsylvania Germans, Proceedings of the
Pennsylvania German Society XXIII (Philadelphia: William
J. Campbell, 1916). George G. !Orson has written three im-
portant books dealing with the folklore of Pennsylvania's
miners: Minstrels of the, Mine, Patch (Hatboro: Folklore
Associates, 1964, reprint of.; i938); Coal Dust on the Fiddle
(Hatboro: Folklore AssociateS, 1965, reprint of 1943) ; Black
Rock (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1960). A significant modern
collection. is Roger D. Abrahams, Deep Down in the Jungle:
Negro Narrative Folklore from the Streets of Philadelphia
(Hatboro: Folklore Associates, 1964).

TALES
The best introduction to the folktale is Stith Thompson,
The Falktale (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1946).
Important aids for the folktale student are Antti Aarne and
Stith Thompson, The Types of the Folktale, Folklore Fellows
Communications No. 184 (Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeaka-
temia, 1961) , and Stith Thompson, Motif'Index of Folk
Literature, 6 volumes (Bloomington: Indiana 'University,
1955-1958). No books on Pennsylvania folktales- hate. been
published which can compare with such modern collections
as Richard M. Dorson, Negro Folkiales in Michigan (Cam-
bridge: Harvard University,, 1956) , or Leonard W. Roberts,
South from Hell-fer-Sartin: Kentuety Mountain Falk Tales
(Berea: Council of the Southern Mountains, 1964) , although,
a few good articles have appeared; for examples,,,David A.
Walton's series of "Pennsylvania Riverboat Stories," begin\
ning in Keystone Folklore Quarterly, XI:4 (Winter 1966), and
Don Yoder's "Witch Tales Clem Adams County," Pennsyl-
vania Folklife, XI:4 (Summer 1962) , pp. 29.37. A collection
of Pennsylvania German tales is: Thomas R. Brendle and
William S. Troxell, Pennsylvania German Folk Tales, Leg-
ends, Once-Upona-Time Stories, Maxims and Sayings, Penn-
sylvania German Society Proceedings, L (Norristown:
Pennsylvania German Society, 1944).

SONGS
The great collection of early British ballads, a., collection
which has given, traditional folklore study much of its direc-
tion and impetus, is ,Francis James Child, The English and
Scottish Popular Ballads (New York: Cooper Square, 19¢5,
first published 1882.1898). A multi-volume Study of the.tunes
of these ballads, which began publiCation *1959 and is not
yet complete, is Bertrand H. Bronson, The Traditional Tunes
of the Child Ballads with their Texts According to the Extant
Records of Great Britain and America (Princeton University

-Press)... A, valuable guide to the Child ballad in America is
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Tristram P. Coffin, The British Traditional Ballad in North
America, Bibliographical Series, 2 (Philadelphia: American
Folklore Society 1963, second edition). Other useful biblio-
graphic aids to ballads in Ameaa are these two by G. Mal-
colm Laws: American Balladry from British Broadsides, Bib-
liographical and Special Series, 8 (Philadelphia: American
Folklore Society, 1957), andN. live American Balladry, Bib-
liographical Series, (Philadelphia: American 'Folklore lo-
ciety, 1964, second edition) . An excellent and well written,
study is D. K. Wilgusdnglo-knerican Folksong Scholarship-
Since 1898 (New Brunswick: Rutgers UniVersiry, 1959) . Mac-
Edward Leach and Tristrarh P. Coffin, eds., The Critics.an
the Ballad (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 1961)

_ is an anthology of scholarly papers on the ballad. A good
introductory collection of ballads, both British and American,
is NacEthvard Leach, The Ballad Book (New York: A. S.
Barnes, 1955).

Many states are represented by great collections of folksong;
a generally available example is H. M. Man, Ballads and
Songs Collected by the Missouri Folk-Lore Society (Columbia:
University of Missouri, 1955, first published 1940). The
Pennsylvania collection is Henry W. Shoemaker's Mountain
Minstrelsy of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: Newman F. Mc-
Girr, 1931, first published in 1919 as North Pennsylvania
Minstrelsy). 'Col. Shoemaker's book is weak on annotation
and contains much questionaBle material; D. K. Wilgus'
temperate statement in AngloAnierican Folksong Scholarship
(p. 166) should stand as a warning: "North Pennsylvania
Minstrelsy includes . . . just enough information to madden
the critic and cause him to distrust the accuracy of every re-
cording. . . . Yet there is no evidence that the Colonel ever
willfully altered a text." There are two good works on Penn-
sylvania German folksong: Walter E. Boyer, Albert F. Buffing-
ton and, Don Yoder, Songs Along the Mahantongo (Hatboro:
Folklore Associates, 1964, reprint of 1951) ; Don Yoder,
Pennsylvania Spirituals (Hatboro: Folklore Associates, 1961).

MUSIC AND DANCE
Bruno Nettl, An Introduction to Folk Music, in the United
States (Detroit: Wayne State University, 1962), provides a
clear overview of .traditional music in America. The best
collection of American instrumental music is Samuel Preston
Bayard's nin County Tunes, Memoir Series No. 39 (Phila.

-delphia: American Folkloke, Society, 1944), a collection of
Pennsylvania fiddle tunes. Most of the ,books dealing with
folk dance in America are howtodoitS: better than most are
S. Foster Damon, TIN History ,of Square Dancing (Barre,
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Mass.: Barre Gazette, 1957) and B. A. Botkin, The American
Play.Party Song, (New York: Frederick Ungar, 1963, first
published 1937) .

PLAY

A good book on folk drama is.E. K. Chambers, The English
FalkPlay (New York: Russell & Russell, 1964, reprint of

1, 1933).

No important books have been written on Pennsylvania chile
dren's lore and games; a few of the works on children's lore
are: William Wells Newell, Games and Songs of American
Children (New York: Dover, 1963, first published 1888) ;Alice B. Gomme, The Traditional Games of England, Scot-
land and Ireland (New York: Dover, 1964; first published
1894-1898); Paul G. %Brewster, American Nonsinging Games
(Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1953); and and Peter
Opie, The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren (London:
Oxford University Press, 1959).

RIDDLES
. The most important work on Anglo-American riddles is

Archer Taylor, English Riddles from Oral Tradition (Ber-
keley and Los Angeles: University of California, 1951) .

PROVERBS
Archer Taylor's The Proverb and An Index to 'The Proverb'
(Hatboro: Folklore Associates, 1962, reprint of 1931, 1934),
provides a good introduction to provgbial material. An
annotated listing of common American proverbs may be
found in ibis important reference work: 4rcher Taylor and
Bartlett Jere Whiting, /I Dictionary of American Proverbs
and Proverbial Phrases 1820.1880 (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity, 1958) . For Pennsylvania proverbs see: Edwin Miller
Fogel, Proverbs of the Pennsylvania Germans, Pennsylvania
German Society Proceedings XXXVI (Lancaster; Pennsyl-
vania German Society. 1929) ; and Mac E. Barrick's articles
in Keystone Folklore Quarterly, VIII: 4 (Winter 1963), and
X:1 (Spring 1965).

BELIEFS .

The great Work on American beliefs is Wayland D. Hand,
"Popular Beliefs and Superstitions from North Carolina,"
The Faink C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore,
VI, VIII (Durham: Duke University, 1964.1964. Vance Ran-
dolph, Ozark Superstitions (New York: Dover, 1964, reprint
of 1947) , is an interesting, readable introduction. Pennsyl-
vania beliefs may be found in Edwin Miller Fogel, Beliefs
and Superstitions of the Pennsylvania Germans (Philadel-
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phia: American Germanica Prey, 1915) ; and Thomas R.
Brendle and Claude W. Unger, Folk-Medicine of the
Pennsylvania Germans.: The NonOccult Cures, Pennsylvania
German Society Proceedings XLV (Norristown: Pennsylvania
German Society, 1935).

CUS MS
Eastertide in Pennsylvania (Kutztown: Pennsylvania Folk life.
Society, 1960), and Christmas in Pennsylvania (Kutztown:
Pennsylvania Folk life Society, 1959) , both by Alfred L. Shoe-
maker, are discussions of the customs associated with special
days. Most of the material on customs is to be found in
works on social history, such as Stevenson Whitcomb
Fletcher's Pennsylvania Agriculture and Country Life 1610-
1840 (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission1950). Ideally, customs would be treated, along
with material culture and oral traditions, in a discussion of
the total range of folk culture within an area. Nothing has
yet appeared on folk culture in the United States which can
compare with E. Estyn Evans' Irish Folk .Ways (New York:
Devin-Adair, 1957), or Oscar Lewis' Life in a Mexican Vil-
lage: Teportldn Restudied (Urbana: University of Illinois,
1963, first published 1951) , though some good works from a
historical or sociological standpoint have appeared on the
Pennsylvania Germans, and especially the Amish; examples
include: Russell Wieder Gilbert, el Picture of the Pennsyl.,,,
vania Germans, Pennsylvania Historical Studies, 1 (Gettys-
burg: The Pennsylvania Historical Association, 1962,1114d
edition); Ralph Wood, ed., The Pennsylvania Germans-
(Princeton: Princeton University, 1912); Calvin Gealige
Bachman, The Old Order Amish of Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania German Society, vol. 60 (Lancaster: Pennsyl-
vania German Society, 1961, reprint of 1942) ; Elmer Lewis
Smith, The Amish Today, Pennsylvania German Folklore
Society XXIV (Allentown; Sehlechter's; 1961); John A.
Hostetler, Amish Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1963).

. .
MATERIAL CULTURE

A great many superb studies of aterial folk culture have
been published in Europe; among t le good examples written
in English are: many articles in the journals Folk-Liv, Scot-
tish Studies, Ulster Folklife, Folk ife and its predecessor
Gwerin; M. W. Barley, The English .armhouse and Cottage
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 961); and these books
by J. Geraint Jenkins: Traditional Co: ntty Craftsmen (Lon-
don: ,Routledge and Kegan Paul, 196 ) , and The English
Farm Wagon (Lingfield, Surrey: Oakes od Press for the Uni-
versity of Reading, 1961) Nothing has been yet produced in
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America, save a tiny handful of articles, which can compare
with these. though a number of books have been written on
Pennsylvania material culture. Most of these deal only with
the Pennsylvania Germans, are oriented to collectors of an
tiques rather than serious students, and are of value primarily
for their illustrations, the text being frequently scanty and
poor. A few of them, however (notably Mercer's book on tools,
Dornbusch's on barns, and Shelley's on fraktur), are among
the best things yet written in America. For information on
Pennsylvania's material culture se,:: John Joseph Stoudt,
Early Pennsylvania Arts Crafts (New York ::`.. S. Barnes,
196:) ; Henry J. Kpffinan, Pennsylvania Dutch American
Folk Art (New York: Dover, 1964) ; Frances Lichten, Folk
Art of Rural Pennsylvania (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1946) : Earl F. Robacker, Pennsylvania Dutch Stuff
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1944) ; Henry S.
Borneman, Pennsylvania German Illuminated Manuscripts
(Norristown: Pennsylvania German Society, 1937) ; Donald A.
Shelley, The Fraktur.Writings or Illuminated Manuscripts of
the Pennsylvania Germans, Pennsylvania German Folklore
Society Xti.III (Allentown: Schlechter's, 1961) ; Edwin At lee
Barber, Tulip Ware of the PennsylvaniaGerman Potters
(Philadelphia; The Pennsylvania MUseum and School of In-
dustrial Art, 1903) ; Guy F. Reinert. Pennsylvania German
Splint and Straw Baskets, Home graft Course XXII (Ply-
mouth Meeting: Mrs. C. Naaman Keyser, 1940 Guy F.
Reinert, Coverlets of the Pennsylvania Gernians, Pennsyl-
vania German Folklore Society XIII (Allentown: Schlechter's
1949) ; Ann hark and Preston A. Barba, Pennsylvania Ger-
may Cooker, A Regional Cookbook (Allentown: Schlechter's,
1956); Earl F. Robacker, Pennsylvania German Cooky Cutters
and Cookies, Home Crah Course, 18 (Plymouth Meeting:
Mrs. C. Naaman Keyser. 1946) : Henry C. Merce6 The Bible
in Iron, Or the Pictured Stoves and Stove Plates of the
Pennsylvania Germans (Doylestown: Bucks County Histori4
Society. 1961, third edition) ; John G. W. Dillin, The Ken.
tucky Rifle (Washington: National Rifle Association, 1924):
Henry J. Kauffman, The PenitsylvaniaKentucky Rifle (Har-
risburg: Stackpole, 1960) ; joe Kindig, Jr., Thoughts on the
Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Age (Yak; Trimmer, 1960);
George Shuntway,.Edward Duren, Howard C. Frey, Conestoga
Wagon, 17504850 (York: George Shumwar,and the Early
American Industries Association, 1966) ; Henry C. Mercer,
Ancient Carpenters' Tools (Doylestown: Bucks County His-
torical Society, 1960, first published 1929) ; 'Margaret Berwind
Schiffer, Furnituri, and its Makers of Chester County, Penn.
sylvania.* (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1966) ; Henry Kinter Landis, Early Kitchens of the Pennsyl.
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vania Germans (Norristown: Pennsylvania German Society,
1939) ; 5.7'... Edwin Brumbaugh, Colonial Architecture of the
Pennsylvania Germans, Pennsylvania German Society Pro-
ceedings XLI (Lancaster: Pennsylvania German Society,
1933) ; Eleanor Raymond, Early Domestic Architecture of
Penniylvania (New York: William Helburn, 1931) ; Charles
Morse Stotz, The Early Architecture of Western. Pennsylvania
(New. York and Pittsburgh: William Helburn, 1936) ; Alfred
L. Shoemaker, ed., The Pennsylvania Barn (Kutztown: Penn-
sylvania Folk life Society, 1959; second edition); Charles H.
Dornbusch and John K. FIey1; Pennsylvania German Barns,
Pennsylvania German Folklore Society XXI (Allentown:
Schlechter's, 1958) .,
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